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FOR ALL WORKMEN, PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR . 

VoL. IV.-No. 165.] 

WORK WORLD. 

ORMOLU workers, silversmiths, jewellers, 
and all others who may have to mount up 
beautiful Algerian onyx, will do well not to 
be deceived by its appearance into thinking 
it is as hard and as tough as onyx is generally. 
It is not. It can be filed and drilled quite 
easily, but will not stand any more rough 
usage than will alabaster-of which it is a 
varietv. • 

We may, perhaps, dare to confess our 
admiration for the beauty of colour and 
effect to be found in the humble ribbon 
jaspers and agates . . These pebbles, as they 
are mostly termed, will often well repay 
examination, and they would receive greater 
attention if their smaller but more attractive 
relations, the diamond, ruby, and sapphire, 
did not monopolise all the fashionable taste. 

Architects-and there are many-who 
have no practical knowledge, frequently 
specify scantlings of timber which are so far 
different from the usual imported sorts of 
sawn timbers as to necessitate a large 
amount of extra cutting, waste, and worry. 
Surely it is not too much to ask that pro
fessional men should ma11ter such practical 
details as these; and that the Royal In
stitution of British Architects should include 
this subject in their examinations is not an 
unreasonable suggestion. 

. 
Wire glass is the name of a new article on 

the Dresden market. ·It is indifferent to the 
most abrupt changes of temperature, and 
will even withstand open fire. The glass is 
especially adapted for skylights, since the 
powerful resisting qualities of the material 
enables the usual wire protectors to be 
dispensed with. · It cannot be cut by the 
diamond save with great force, nor can it 
be broken without causing considerable 
noise. ],or these reasons wire glass is 
claimed to be, in a measure, burglar-proof. 

The Irish Industries Association is doing 
really good work. It is making all arrange
ments for an exhibition of laces linens . , ' 
embroidery, woollen, and other industries, at 

[All Bights 7'eBeM1ed.) 

. 
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the World's Fair, Chicago. Loans have 
been granted by the Association with the 
object of promoting the lace and crochet 
industries as follows :-To the Lace School, 
Car m elite Convent, New Ross, £50 ; to the 
Torchon lace centre, Laccafid, £40 ; to the 
Bath and Shirley Lace School, £50. Other 
sums have been devoted as prizes to indi
vidual workers and to teachers for the fur
therance of technical education in design. 

• [PRICE ONE PENNY. 

method. The process was introduced some 
years ago, but in a less perfected form, and 
the tin-plate makers did not care to take it 
up, but it is probable that in tl1e face of in
creasing American and other competition 
they will now be more inclined to give it 
attention. 

• 
The Birmingham Canal Navigation Com

pany will apply to the Board of Trade for 
• • power to alter their rates and tolls, by which 

Masonry executed in very cold weather is freightage will in many cases be more than 
not well thought of, but it appears that doubled. Here the great railway and canal 
in Norway building operations are success- companies are practically one, as for the 
fully carried on at temperatures as low as greater part of their distan~es both run side 
2o Fahr., and that work compares favourably by side. Traders who were looking forward 
with summer work. The Christiania builders to iwater carriage as a relief from exces
maintain that it is superior. The secret of sive railway rates had apparently overlooked 
successful worJi under these conditions is the this fact. Not so the railway company. Such 
use of unslaked lime. The mortar is mixed arbitrary action not only increases the cost 
in small quantities at a. time, being made up of coal to the householder and traders, but 
immediately before use · and it must be put . seriously cripples tra?e· It ought surely to 
in place before it los~s th~ heat gue to. the lead to concerted actiOn on the part of all 
slaking of the lime •. 'rll~ .lower t}i~ 'tern- · interested classes, and hasten the day when 
perature, the larger tlie .quantity of lime English railways shall be more directly under 
required. State control-i.e., for ~he good of the 

• • country, and not for the benefit of a few 

The work of constructing the·Itancashire, 
Derbyshire, and East Coast Railway ha.s 
been commenced without any undue delay. 
The contract for the centrai section qf the 
railway has already ·been let. Huts for the 
accommodation of the navvies have been 
erected at Bolsover, and some of ' the plant . 
used in constructing the Manchester Ship 
Canal has been obtained. At Monsal Dale, 
a secluded valley in Derbyshire, the line 
wilt be carried on a viaduct 272ft. in height 
-the loftiest in the Kingdom. The noted 
viaduct near Louisville, United States, is 
6 ft. lower than this. It was erected in 
ninety-six days, and has safely borne the 
wear and tear of traffic since 1877. 

The present method of producing sheet 
steel for the manufacture of tin-plates is one 
involving melting in the converter, casting 
into ingots, reheating, and compression or 
slabbing by means of hydraulic compressors 
and passing through the rolling mill. Sir 
H. Bessemer proposes .to dispense with these 
intermediate processes, and to pass the fluid 
metal between water-chilled rollers, securing 
homogeneity and toughness equal or superior 
to ~hat produced by the present roundabout 

• 

private investors and capitalists. 

The usual form of drawing-board for 
stretching the paper consists of a panel let 
into. a frame, but if a larger size than one 
easily made with a panel be required, it can 
be prepared in the following manner. The 
ordinary drawing-board, with the slabs 
secured to battens at the back, has made in 
it a groove :of square section-say of ;} to 
i in. side, according to size-running round 
its face, just inside the edge. Into this groove 
four slips of wood, like the square rules so 
common in French schools and offices, :fit 
easily. The paper is wetted in the usual 
manner, and, when fully expanded, is 
attached to the board by means of the slips 
being forced into the grooves, carrying with 
them the edges of the paper. When it is 
required to release the drawing, all that is 
necessary is to push out the slips from the 
back by a pencil thrust into holes, several of 
which are bored from the bottom of the 
grooves right through to the back. To ac
commodate different thicknesses .of paper, 
the slips may be made to fit very easily in 
the grooves, and be retained in })lace by 
slight plate springs. 

• 
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Oldham is to h:we the electric light instead 
of gas. As a rule the northern towns are 
baGkward in electric progre::;s compared with 
some of the southeru towns. several of which 
have long had the new light. 

HOW TO MAKE A PORTABLE HOT
AIR OR VAPOUR BATH. 

BY R. A. 

lntrorlucto·ty Rema'rks. - This article is 
written mainly in response to a cot-respond
ent who wished for instructions to make 
the above-mentioned article ; therefore, 
though I shall give a ll necessary particulars, 
yet it will be in a more terse form than is 
usually adopted : a slavish following of ideas 
is not t·eqmred. I will give a general de
scription, with details where necessary, and 
the intelligent reader will he at liberty to 
alter dimensions and modify or add to 
arrangements as may suit his individual 
requiremeuts. With these remarks, I will 
commence to describe 

1'/te Case.-This can be of any wood the 
maker chooses ; good deal will do as well as 
anything, and is easy to work. It is in shape 
a rectangular box, higher at the back thau 
the front. Fig. 1 is a general view of it, 
'vith dimensions as follows : Size at bottom, 
3 ft. 6 in. by 2 ft. 6 in. ; height at back, 

WOR K . 

high; an ordinar~r chair is hardly high 
enough to admit of the apparatus we shall 
require to fit up beneath it. I should make 
it square, with four plain legs without bars 
of any kind across~, and the seat about 12 in. 
square. It could nave a back or not, at the 
option of the maker, and a few holes might 
be bored in the seat. The next thing to 
consider is the heating and vaporising 
arr:li!gements. For the lamp, I should ad
vise a Hinks' duplex burner, fitted to a tin 
tank about 9 in. square py 2 in. deep. Get 
one of the kind that ha.s an extinguishing 
lever, which will be useful. W e now come 
to the most important part of all-viz., the 
vaporising arrangement. I have thought 
of, and rejected, several plans, but at last I 
have decided to recommend a method and 
apparatus that will act as a resen•oir for the 
'vater, and at the same time conduct away 
the heat from the lamp. Reference to Fig. 2 
will assist in the explanation which I will 
now give. A.· is an elbow and flange of 2 in. 
pipe, to be fixed to the back of the case; B 
1s the reservoir. It consists of an inverted 
fnnnel with a deep band round the outside; 
this you will have to get made-any tin
smith will understand what you mean. The 
shaded part shows the water:, which, of 

. 
c 

-
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BOOT AND SIIOE MAKI NG. 
BY WILLIA..M GREENFIELD. 

B UYING THE LAsTS, AND F ITTING THEM UP TO THE 

MEASURE 01!' TBR FOOT. 

B1tying tlte Lasts.-It has been said, 
'' The tirst thing in a boot is the last," and 
in writing the following articles upon the 
above subject it will be seen I have thought 
it best to deal with the last first. 

In making a pair of boots or shoes, 
the lasts are the one thing that cannot be 
done without. German made lasts can 
be got now at nearly all leather and grindery 
shops. • Prices range from 9d. to 2s. per 
pair, according to whether they are wanted 
for the purpose of ladies', gent's, or children's 
boots. Many of these lasts are not of good 
shape, but if you buy a pair of four or five 
fitting,t there is nearly always enough stuff 
of which to make agood .pair of lasts. 

3 ft. 10 in. ; height in front, 2ft. 9 in. 
In the front are two doors, A, A ; on the top 
are another pair of doors or lids, B, B, hinged 

The dotted lines in Fig. 1 indicate the 
faulty parts of these lasts; but these faults~ 
with a little skill and trouble, and a good 
racSp, can soon be set right. In doing this 
the plan of the bottom of the lasts should 
be shaped as in Fig. 2. This will save the 
trouble and expense of going to the last 
maker and having a pa.ir made, and you will 
really get a good shape, for they can be got 
to the shape of your foot as well by your
self as anyone, and then you not only take 
the credit of making the boot, but also of 

-.....-----.._fitting it. This will give you courage tO> 
try a pair for anyone else. 

to the sides of the box. These lids have a 
semicirculat· piece cut out of each side, and 
nicely smoothed and rounded off;. this is 
where the head of the sitter comes through. 

£ ig. l 

8 

, 
Fig . .2 

I might mention in passing that a friend of 
mine suggested a sloping reading-desk to he 
fixed at the lower part of one of the doors, ' 
so that the bather could hlace his WORK 

1 · h" · · h Portable Vapour Ba.tb. Fig. 1.- General View 
upon it, am peruse 1t w 1 st enJoymg t e of case. Fig. 2.-- water Bolder- A, Heat Pipe; 
pleasures of the bath. I refrain, however, B, Reservoir; c, Elbow. 
from adding any such refinement to my 
pla.n, fearing that it might, if adopted, cause 
the user of it to st ay longer in the bath than 
would be good for him. After this warning, 
anyone can add the desk who wishes to do so. 

lt is not my intention to give de
tailed instructions of the making of the 
case, and will leave it to the judgment 
and taste of the reader whether the sides 
and doors shall be plain or panelled, and 
ot.her little details of making. I would 
advise that no fastenings of any kind 
be used to the doors, in case the occupant 
wishes to step from the bath very quickly. 
A stop can be placed to keep the front doors 
from going inwards, or they can be hung 
low enough for the door to close against the 
bottom, which will answer the same purpose. 
The two top doors should project or overlap 
the front doors an inch or two, and a strip of 
wood nailed on so that when they are shut 
tl1ey will keep the front doors closed. The 
occupant of the bath, by simply pushing 
the top covers and pressing forward the 
front doors, has at once free passage from it 
in an instant. The hinges for the top covers 
should be those known as stop hinges, so 
that the cover will only open to the extent 
of a right angle to the position they are in 
when closed ; or, instead of this, cords or 
leather straps may be used to attain the 
same object-viz. to prevent them falling 
rip;h t back when thrown up by the occupant. 
I think this description will suffice for the 
case, so we will now proceed to the 

]Jttf•?·nat Arrang£'1nents.-First, the stool 
or seat. This should be 20 in. or 22 in. 

course, would be all round. It must be 
made-or, rather, it had better be made-of 
copper. Three legs should be riveted on, of 

. sufficient height to allow the lamp to be 
placed beneath it. c is an elbow to slip on 
the funnel top and into the pipe in the 
back of the case. To work the arrange
ments, you have simply to place the lighted 
lamp upon the floor, place the funnel 
and pipe in position, fill the funnel nearly 
full of water (hot, of course), place the 
stool over the apparatus, and by the 
time you are ready for the bath it will be 
ready for you. I need not t ake up further 
space by detailing means whereby the heat 
may be increased or lessened : they will 
suggest themselves to the ingenious opera
tor. I will just mention that a cord can 
be attached to the extinguishing lever, so 
as to enable the sitter to put it out at 
once should he wish to do so. This cord 
would have to be run through an eye 
below the lever, as the levers are made 
to pull down. A talc spreader on the 
top of the chimney would be an advantage, 
as it would diffuse the heat to the sides of 
the funnel better. It would also be better 
if the chimney of the lamp were made of 
copper with a talc front as it could be a 
little shorter, which would be an advantage, 
and the expense of breakage would be saved. 
These copper chimneys can be obtained to 
order from any ironmonger. This concludes 
my instructions and suggestions. I trust 
they will be of service not only to the 
original querist, but to all WoRK readers. · 

Fig. It minus the dotted lines, shows the 
proper shape of a last-being not too round 
at the bottom (A.), nor projecting too much at 
B or c, for a round bottom will not only make 
the toe turn up, but will, while the boot is 
being worn, cause undue strain on certain 
parts of the front (or vamp). If there is 
too much stuff at B it will tend to throw the 
heel of the boot too far back, and also make 
it higher at the breast (D) than at the back, 
as shown by the two lines B and Di whereas,. 
if taken off, the heel can be bui t in pro
portion all round, as shown by D and E. The 
disadvantage of a last being too prominent at 
the place c is that it makes the toe of the 
top an exceedingly difficult thing to last in. 

In Fig. 2 it will be seen that there are 
three shapes of toes, but this should make 
no difference in the construction of the 
inside of the last; for, no matter what the 
shape of the last is to be, room must be 
given for the great toe, or a bunion will be 
the result . 

The plan of the bottom of the last (Fig. 2} 
is (it will be seen by compa.rison) desi~ed. 
to suit the requirements of the foot, as 1t is 
drawn on the sheet of paper (Fig. 3) . . 

To take the measure of the foot, place a. 
sheet of paper on the floor, or any smooth 
surface. Then let the person stand full 
weight upon it, and draw an outline of 
the foot on the yaper, being careful tO> 
hold the pencil qmte perpendicularly at the. 
toe and heel ( o and D, Fig. 3). Then draw a. 
second and third line a.s A. and B, to give the 
curvature of the waist. It is customary 
then to take the length of the foot with a. 
si.ze.stickt, but as this, and the measuring 

• " Grindery " is the term used for such things as 
hemp, flax, wax, bristles (hog's hairs), rivets, pegs, 
heelball, eto. j · t 

t " Fitting, is the girth measurement of the om 
a.nd insteP.. * .A size: stick is 'a tool in the form of a. rule. I t has 
nn upright a.t right angles, which is a. fixture at one 
end and another to slide up and down, which (n.s 
the stick is pressed against the sole of the foot and 
the fixed upright at the back of the heel) C!ln bethset 
ad. libitum to the top of the toe, to indicate e 
length on the stick. 

·~ 
j 

• 
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of the last, is the only use for the tool, I .do 
not think it necessary to do more than gtve 
a description of it, as in the footnote. 

Fig. 4 represents a penny ta.pe measure 
(shoemaker's) ; it has inches on one side, 
and sizes (three to an inch) on the other . 
A 5's last measures just 10 in. Before 
buying the lasts, tak~ the l~ngth . of the 
draft from c to D (Fig. 3) wi_th th1s ta~e, _ 
and, supposing it to measure size 5, you w1ll 
need a. last size 7. Had the length been 
taken with a size-s.tick off the ground, it 
would only have drawn size 4, but you 
would have needed a 7's just the same. 'l'his 
proves that the joints in the toes elong~te 
in walking, and shows the urgent necess1ty 
of having the boot or shoe longer than the 
foot. When the size of the foot has been 
taken, as shown by 
Fig. 5, it should be 
put upon the drawing. 
The next measure to 
be taken is the joint. 
This should be done 
with the inch side of 
the ta.pe. It must en
circle the whole of 
the joint, and be only 
drawn just tight. For 
this measurement we 
must pass under the 
foot at E E (Fig. 3), 
and over the great 
toe joint and knuckle 
of the little toe, as A B 
(Fig. 5), this measur
ing 8 in., which '.ve 
then place on the draft, 

Fig. 6 : 

0 

.. WORK. 

out to the shape of the last you are about to 
put in. By fitting a new last into an old 
shoe, you can soon see if it is of the size and 
the shape to suit your tread. If it wants a 
piece on anywhere, for a corn or bunion, 
this can soon be added by means of pegging 
on a _piece of leather. Should you want 
such a piece the exact spot is very readily 
found while the last is in the shoe, for, if it 
i~ deficient at any particular part, the leather 
of the old shoe will be baggy. Then an 
awl hole, pierced through it into the last, 
will show exactly the place where you want 
the room and where you will need to make 
the last larger: . 

Should the last be a little too small in the 
fitting (girth), or you should want to make 
another pair of boots a little larger ~o allow 

Eig. ~-

131 

2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 10. Each piece, however, 
must be put on separate and allowed to dry 
in order to block 1t to the last before it is 
taken off; then the edges can be cut evenly all 
round, taking care not to take the block (or 
shape) out. Each piece must he i::;erved the 
same way. For the benefit of booking* them, 
they can be marked 1, 2 3, and 4, as shown 
above. Bunion pieces si10uld be pegged on 
with fine tin. peg::;. The piece of leather 
must be put on wet, and pegged so that 
it can be skived down all round smooth to 
the last, leaving an even projection to the 
shape desired. To put in pegs, a hole must 
always be made witli a peg-awl (Fig. 11) quite 
as deep as the peg is long, the peg being always 
driven home with one blow from the hammer. 
To get the last out of the shoe a tool called 

Fig. 2. 

l'tg.11 

and so on with each 
measure ·until all is 
taken. Now take the 
second joint, passing "
the larger parts of the =-f 
ball of the foot as c D 

Fig. 3. Fig.12. 
. . ' ' . 

B 

(Fig. 5), and next the 
instep, letting the 
tape pass under the 
hollow of the inside 
waist E (Fig. 5 ), across 
the bone F (Fig. 3),.and 
instep bone F (F'ig. 5). 
Then the heel measure 
is taken, passing round 
the extremity of heel 
(G), under the ankle 
(H), and across the 

. .. 

l 
• Fig. 10 . 
' 

Fig. 1. ' 

• . ' .. 

, 

0 
Fig. 8. Fig. 7. 
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throat of the foot (1). Fig. 4 . 
The leg measure is Boot a.nd Shoe Making. Fig. 1.-T!le Last (1) a.nd Block (2). Fig. 2.-Bottom View of Last with Three Shapes sf Toes. 
taken about It in. Fig. 3.-The Shape of the Foot on a. Sheet of ·Pa.per . Fig, 4.-Shoenia.kers' Ta.pe Measure, with inches on one side and 
above the ankle bone sizes on the other. Fig. 5.-The Stockinged Foot, showing how to take the Measure. Figs. 6, 7, s, a.nd 9.-Tools as Noted. 
(H), round the leg from ;A'{h l~a.n~!t with Fittings and Heel-pin, showing t heir PoSition. Fig. l L-Peg-awl 1n Handle. Fig. 12.-Last-hook 
Jto~ · 
. ~n fitting up the last to the measure taken, 
1f 1t be for a gentleman's ordinary foot, one 
not too bony or very fat, and the boots are 
wanted to fit well and not too easy, then 
let the. last be exactly the same measure as 
that of the foot. If it be ior a lady's it will 
need to he about half a size* small~r than 
the measure at the joints and instep, unless 
the boots are wanted very easy. If wanted 
cas~ for g.entleman's boots, make them about 
ha~f a ~tzo ovet· the measure. For all 
<:l11ldrens work abont a quarter over the 
measure must be taken. 

lf you can get an old shoe that is of no 
more use fot· wear it will be found to be one 
of the safe:->t gnides to a fit. You can fit the 
last up to It - tktt is, if the shape of the toe 
you W}~~~ t~) make iR not wider than the old 
shoe; ! f 1t 1s, you must cut the toe of the 
shoe nght rountl, to admit of its spreading 

• A sixth of an inch. 

for a thicker pair of stockings, or even a pair 
for anyone with a little larger foot than . 
your own, you will find it very handy to 
have a set of ordinary fittings. These are 
best made from the softest part of crop belly, 
which is just the flank ends ~f the leather, 
and of not much use for anything else, there
fore cheap. It must be well wetted, and 
stretched with a pair of pincers. Then cut 
out roughly to tl1e shape of Figs. 3, 6, 7, 8, and 
9.* The shaded drawings show how they 
should be skivedt thin to the edge; then 
while wet tack them on the last in their 
proper position as indicated by the figures 1, 

----------------~----~--~ 
• Fig. 6 is co.lled a long leather (abbreviated L. L.); 

!!'i.g. 7, an instep leat~er (abbreviated In.) i Fig. 8, 
JOmt leather ~abbreviated J.); Fig. 9, ·neel;pin 
(abbreviated H.-p.); when a piece is put on the toe 
it is called a toe-pin (abbreviated T.-p.) i a piece on 
eithP.r side, a side-pin (abbreviated S.-p.1• 

t To skive, is to take the knife from A A (Fig. 6) 
just in a slanting position to the outer edge, and skive 
away the shaded parts gradually till there· is nil at 
the extreme ed~e . 

a last-hook (Fig. 12) is used. The screw 
(F, Fig. 1) having been taken out, the hook 
is·inserted in the hole, G, to draw the block, 
and in H to draw the last, taking the toe 
of the shoe in one hand and the heel in the 
other. Then put the handle of the hook on the 
ground, and by standing on A and n (Fig. 12), 
you will get plenty of power to pull the last out .. 

A GEARED 
\ 

••• 
WHEEL · CUTTER 
])RILLER. 

BY F. .A. M. 

A~D 

'AN ordinary drill wiH ouly produce a hole, 
but if the drill be fixed, while revolving, 
upon the top slide of a slide-rest, then the 

• Supposing a last is used with no fittings on, and 
r,oli have numbered it 1, book it as 7's, No.l ba,re; or 
tf. you used it with heel-pin, toe-pin, and one L .L., 
book it 7's, No.l, H.·p., '1'.-p., and No. 1, L.L., and so 
on for any fittings. 
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workman has the power, not only to ad
Yance it into cut, as when drilling holes in a 
di\'ision-pbte, but he can also cause it to 
tra1'd sideways while cutting, and thus pro
duce a groove or slot. This J~rocess was 
partly illustrated on p. 92 of Vol. I., but 
there the driller wa::; only intended for 
working upon wood, and to run at a quick 
speed (see Figs. 1, 2, 3). Where, however, 
we desire to clt·ill slots in metal, the driller 
must be of a stronger form, and it must be 
geared, so that the speed of the driving-belt 
shall be translated into power at a slower 
speed. This gearing is for a similar purpose 
to the "back-gear" of lathes, and it may be 
managed in the usual way by cog&ed wheels, 
or, as in the example before us, by a worm 
and wheel. As an example of slot-drilling, 
notice the hole in a spirit-level through which 

l'ig. 3. 
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combined ~ The answer to that question is 
the design now laid before our readers. 

Thirdly, both the geared driller and the 
geared wheel-cutter need to be adjusted for 
height, and for this we require a vertical 
slide. Some idea of one may be obtained 
by looking at p. 730 of Vol. II., where will 
be seeri a wheel-cutter designed by Mr. 
Milnes having a vertical slide for height ad- · 
justment. T~is is. a v~ry good appliance 
for wheel-cuttmg-1t dnves very smoothly 
and with great power ; the present design is 
an attempt to improve upon it by making it 
do drilling and other things as well. Look
ing again at the Fig. on p. 730, it may be 
noticed that the angle-bracket is intended 
to bolt down upon the tool-plate of the 
slide-rest, so that the cutter can, by the 
vertical slide, be adjusted to the height of 

Fig. 6. 
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bolt of the tool-holder. Thus mounted 
the appliance holds work to be milled by 
cutters running in the mandrel. ,.. 

Fig. 4 shows how the geared driller can be 
attached to the face of the vertical slide. 
This part is shown in detail in Figs. 5 to 10. 
The driller may be driven by the worm and 
wheel, or the pulley may be exchanged for 
the worm-wheel, when it appears as in 
Fig. 4, and is driven by the band direct. The 
small bracket (Figs. 9 and 10) fits upon the 
end of the driller ; it carries a hard steel 
spindle runnin~ in hard collars ; at one end 
of this spindle IS a two-speed groove pulley, 
and at the other a worm; this little bracket 
can be swung round to suit the band, and 
fixed, or it may be taken off altogether. 
Passing on to the main drilling spindle. 
'(seen in section at Fig. 6), it is bored 
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View of Removable Worm Shaft Bracltet. Fig. 10.-Pla.n of Worm Shaft Bracket. 

the glass is seen ; it may be It in. long, 
and has rounded ends. The power to pro
duce slots or grooves of any section, flat
bottomed or round, is most useful to tha 
workman, and the drills are very easily 
made. 

1'he grooves in shafts for keys to secure 
wheels, and the spaces bet'"'·een the teeth of 
cogged wheels, may also be formed by slot
drilling ; but this work can be done much 
more advantageously by milling cutters, 
little hardened steel discs or wheels about 
2 in. in diameter, having their edges ser· 
rated, so as to act as saws or revolving files 
(seep. 252 of Vol. II.). Now, for this pur
pose there is gener!l.lly provided a frame, 
carrying a spindle, geared to produce the 
speed and give power to the cutter, and so 
arranged that it can be held in the slide-rest. 
Here, however, the idea suggests itself, 
Why have two sets of gearing and two 
spindles; canMt the two instruments be 

the lathe centres, If now the spindle and 
its bearings were made detachable from the 
face of the vertical slide, then this face 
WO';Ild be avai~able for bolting work t_o, 
whiCh work ilnght then be held firmly m 
fron t of the mandrel, and, a cutter being 
fixed therein, the work could be milled. 
This makes a third use to which the appa
ratus could be put. Turning now to Fig. 1, 
we see the vertical slide alone ; fixed, not 
on the tool-plate, but on the cross slide, in 
the place of the slide-rest ; this brings it 
lower down and more opposite the centre of 
the mandrel; it is fixed by the bolts which 
usually secure the slide-rest. F!gs. 2 and 3 
show this part in detail, and in Fig. 3 there 
is a line (c n) showing the p6sition of the 
line of centres when the bracket is fixed, 
as in Fig. 1, whilst the line E F shows 
the height of centres when it is secured 
to the tool-plate by putting the central 
hole of the flange over the holding-.~own 

throughout with a ~ in. hole ; it may be 
bolted upon the top of the tool-plate by the 
centre one of the three holes, and when in 
that position its' centre line should corres
pond with the lathe centres ; it is bored at 
the large end to fi~ the smallest Mors.e-taper 
size, and the h?le m the mand~el. bemg the 
same, any dnlls, chucks, mtlhng-cutters, 
slot-drills, etc., can be used in either, and 
should interchange. Thus the driller is 
equivalent to a perfect little lathe-head, and 
can be used, driven by a band from the 
overhead, for making small screws from 
stock pa.ssed in through the 'thoroughfare 
hole. A little set-screw is shown for sec~r
ing the chucks, b~t P.robably manY: will 
prefer to dispense w1th 1t, and t rust s1mp~y 
to driving them in. A cutter or sl<?t-dnl~ 
might, for instance, be turned up m the 
mandrel, and, when finished, transferred to 
the hole in the driller, where it should fit 
equally well and run perfectly true. 

• 
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Fig. 11 shows the s.pparatus arranged as 
for wheel-cutting, except that it should be 
bolted on to t he tool-plate, so as to raise it 
higher up; also the swivelling bracket is 
secured by a set-screw instead of by the 
proper method shown at Figs. 9 and 10 .. 

Now as to the speeds at which the cutters 
can be driven. We may have a fly-wheel of 
28 in. diameter ; on the pulley of the driller 
there are two speeds of 4 in. and 2 in. Sup
posing an average rate of treading of 80 
reYolutions per minute, and that the band 
coming down from the overhead runs at the 
same speed as that leading up to it ; then, 
since the worm-wheel has twenty teeth, and 
the ·wo::-m one thread, we have the speed 
ratios of--

28 28 7 7 
--- = - or about !, and ---
4 X 20 20 2 X 20 10 

This gives for the cutter at 80 treads per 
minute 80 x ~ = 27 revolutions, a.nd 80 x -lo 
=56 revolutions. 

If we take 80 revolutions as the proper 
speed for a 1 in. cutter working on cast-iron, 
then the 2 in. cutters for wheel-cutting might 
run at 40 revolutions, which gives 20ft. per 
minute, about, for the rate of cutting; so 
that by treading a little slower, the faster 
speed would be right for cast-iron and the 
slower speed would do for cutting steel or 
when a larger cutter must be used. 

Mr. M.ilnes has adopted the design, and 
by means of this comparatively simple ap
paratus, which can be made at a low cost, a 
vast variety of work can be done. 

HOW TO TEST GOLD. 
BY H. S. GOLDSMITH. 

SEVERAL correspondents wanting to know 
how to test gold, it has been thought best 
to make the subject one for a short article. 
I suppose it is testing by the "touch" that 
they want to know about, and not by 
"a.ssay." If it is by assay, then the best 
course will be to join a class in metallurgy 
under the Science and Art Department, 
where it would be taught under 
proper supervision ; for to carry 
out properly this most delicate 
process it is necessary to have seen 
it done and to practice the methods, 
as there are two, a " wet" and a 
" dry" assay. 

With the "touch," which is 
more of a rough-and-ready test, I r 

can perhaps deal successfully here. 
The chief requisite will evidently 

be something which will discrimi
na~e between qualities, and nitric 
acid does that for us ; and it is by 
comparison of tlte way nitric acid 
acts on certain known q~talities of 
qold:, wit!~ tlte way it acts on the 
arttcle to be testecl that the ''carat" 
or ~9uality, is asc;1·tained. ' 

The necessary appliances are :
(1) A. touch-stone (usually a piece 

~f Lydian stone, which is, I be-
heve, a black variety of jasper): this has its 
surfac~ smooth an~ partly polished, but is
not hn~Jht ; or .a p1ece of Wedgwood ware 
(~lack tor ch?ice) does very well; and, at a 
pmch, one might even use a piece of ground 
glass. 

(2) A series of ·~ ~eedles," or pieces of 
gold, . of sn~h quaht~es a.<; we think are 
necessary. . fhese are to be our standards 
o~ comp~n~on ; and for general use small 
p1eces , ot w1re of 9, 12, 15, and 18 et. should 
be sufficient. 

' 

(3) Nitric acid in some convenien.t battle. 
There are bottles specially made with a 
long-pointed stopper, so that a small drop of 
the acid can be got out without dropping 
any or without comirig in contact with the 
:fingers ; for it would destroy the skin where 
it touched. 

The ~rdinary commercial nitric, as sold 

Fig. 4.-Gea.r-Cutter arra.Dged for Slot-DrUJtng. 

by oil-shops, will do. Aquafortis is another 
name for the same stuff. 

Now, to test a.ny a.rticle we first have to 
get a rubbing on to the touch-stone from 
some one or two places that shall fairly re
present the whole. For example, let us say 
we get a clean streak of gold, t in. lon~ and 
tin. wide. Now, by the side of this we 
take rubbings from our known qualities, 
then put a narrow strea.k of nitric acid 
across the whole lot. 
· What are we to look· for now 7 Why, 
simply to see which of our standards 1s 
acted on in the sa.me way as the rubbing 
from the article. · The effects may vary 
from no change at all with good qualities to 
complete destruction of the rubbmg in low 
qualities. On removing the acid by means 
of tissue-paper or a rag, the effect · can ·be 
better judged. . 

,. 

• 
0 

to :file away a portion of the surface as 
well, and apply the stone or acid direct to it. 

After. some practice, when one knows the 
effect that acid has on the different quali
ties, it is customary to do without the touch
stone in most cases ; but it is well to use it, 
at any rate, until one is quite used to the 
process roughly indicated here. 

Coloured ~old articles do not always need 
the applicatiOn of acid; for if, by scraping 
the surface, there is a granular brown layer, 
then one . can judge very nearly indeed the 
quality of the article by the extent of the 
change that has taken place below and on 
the surface while the article was under
going the process of colouring. If the 
article is coloured, it must be more than 
12 cts., fine anyhow, and is generally 15 et. 

I said that nitric acid was used-and I 
use it myself, as it is always to hand in the 
workshop-but a writer on the subject (Gee, 
in his ''Goldsmiths' Handbook") advises 
for the purllo~e a . solution made up as 
follows :-NitriC acid, 2 oz.; water, 4dr. ; 
muriatic acid, 1 scr. These to be well mixed 
together and kept ready for use in a stop
pered glass bottle. It does not act on any 
quality of gold above 9 et. ; so to me it ap
pears rather useless, being useful in qualities 
below 9 et., a quality which is not much 
used in any decent class of jewellers' work. 

Following up the way nitric acid is used 
on gold alloys to find the quality, so 
should comparison be made with its effects 
on silver and brass, copper, etc.; for although 
brass will boil green, so also will some very 
common qualities of silver and ~old. It is a 
matter of experience, chiefly, this capability 
of judging qualities. 

And besides, to people that are used to 
handling gold-work, the very appearance 
of the article is often sufficient to denote 
its quality. · 

Then its specific gravity is also another 
way of finding out the quality. But I must 
stop. Some day I hope to write an article 
dealing fully with this matter, and illus
trating· it with drav.•ings from actual pieces 
of gold tested by 'the " touch" and by other 
methods. But enough is said here to clear 

up the present doubts of our corres
pondents. If more information is 
wanted it can be given in" Shop," 
on receipt of a letter of inquiry. 

HOW TO PURIFY THE 
CISTERN. . 

BY E. DICKER. 

I DO not think it can have failed 

r to strike anyone, in walking about 
. . the residential parts of large cities, 

~~~:__ how very much the water cisterns 

ir~~2=l=:= are exposed to all the dirt and filth 
=::::.... that run down the walls and copings 

of front and 'back areas when it 
~~~~~?-- · rains, and in the dry weather to all 
'll the dust and dirt which blow about 

·"' -to say nothing of cats. .As I 
Fig. 11.-A;ppliance arranged for Wheel-CUWng. write in London I see two cats 

. . . seated on the cistern next door ; 
Let me repeat that 1t 1s by companson · and. wh~never I go out in the morning 

we arrive at a result; but, of course it is (whwh 1s early, by the way), I see broken 
easily possible to arrive at a false conciusion lids, large gaping joints in the tops, aud 
if. an unfair sample (or rubbing) is taken. A cats asleep on these, and I often think to 
piece of work may be very thickly · plated myself what an amount of nastiness must 
or even gilt, and the rub~ing taken may get into the cistern from time to time. 
not go through the gold into the metal · . Wh~t would the generality of people say 
and, on the othet· side, the soldering sea~ 1~ theu meat-safes were exposed as the 
may alone be tested, where the gold will cisterns are 1 Then they would exclaim 
~aturally be poorer. Therefore judgment "That is where we ke.ep onr·food" · a~nd on~ 
1s wanted to select a place or places to would nev~r. think of putting th~ safe in 
apply your test; and even then it is better such a pos1t10n. But the cistern is whero 
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you store the water that you drink, inas
much as the safe is where you store what 
you eat ; and, according to the best authori
ties, pure water is of quite as much import
ance as wholesome food, and I think I may 
say-if there is any difference-more so. 
Therefore, the first step towards making 
the water cisterns healthy is to have a top 
which will render it impossible for the above
mentioned impurities to get into them. They 
should be made water-tight, either by lids 
properly made of wood, or the defective 
ones should be covered with zioc or lead. 

They should also be periodically cleaned 
out. To do this, bang up the ball-valve by 
a piece of string to prevent the water run
ning in, and then empty the cistern, after 
which thoroughly scour it out with a scrub
~)inl?-brush, and clear up any deposits left 
111 tile bottom. 

In some cisterns there is what is called a 
trnmpet waste, which is a short piece of 
lead pipe with a "ground in" union at the 
bottom. This pipe forms the overflow, and 
by taking it out of the" ground in" joint you 
can easily empty the cistern. Sometimes it 
is necessary to bale out the last three or 
four inches of water, as the "draw-offs" are 
generally kept some distance above the 
bottom, to keep clear of any deposits. 

When the cistern is emptied and tlwr
oughly clried, it would be a great advan
tage to give it two coats of one of the 
best of the enamel paints. By paying atten
tion to these simple matters, one can rest 
assured, as far as they themselves are 
concerned, that the water they drink is 
clean and pure, also that the cistern itself 
is healthy. The enamel can be bought for 
a few pence at any oil stores, but be sure 
that before using it the cistern is perfectly 
dry. In view of the diseases and epidemics 
which set in with the hot weather, this cis
tern matter is an all-important one, which 
it would be a blessing to arouse everybody's 
sympathy with. 

PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPERIMENTS. 
CURIOUS, AMUSING, .AND INSTRUCTIVE. 

BY W ALTER E. WOODBURY. 

P HOTOGRAPHS WITHOUT A LENS - .A CHEAP 
CAMERA- PHOTOGRAPHING CLOUDS-TO 1rfAKK 
A PEN-.tlND·II.'\K SKETCH l<'llOM A PHOTO· 
GRAPH-TO MAKE RED PIC'l'VREa; GREF.N 
PICTURES ; VIOLET PICTOltES ; BLUE Prc·ruUES 
-RECOVERING FOGGED P LATES - MAKING 
DIRECT POSITIVES IN THE CMIIERA. 

Plwtog1·aphs without a Lens.-Although a 
lP.ns is t he most important part of the pho
tographer's apparatus, it is not absolutely 
necessary for the production of photographs. 
Very good pictures can be made by means 
of a pinhole. Remove the lens from the 
camera, and insert in its r>lace a sheet of 
thin, bard cardboard. In the centre make 
a tiny hole with a fine-pointed needle made 
red-hot. Another method is to make a 
large hole in the cardboard, and paste over 
it a :piece of tinfoil and make the pinhole 

· 1 n th1s. The essential point is thtl.t the bole 
he perrectly round without any burring at 
the edge~. The most perfect arrangement 
can be obtained by getting a watchmaker to 
<h·ill a fin~ hole through a piece of sheet metal. 
'rhe diameter of the hole should not be greater 
t.han the one-fiftieth of an inch. Wha.tever 
is w~cct, ca.rdboard or metal, it should be 
blackened all over to prevent the reflection 
of light in t he camera. The focussing glass 
should be brought within about 6 in. of the 
hole. Owing to the small amount of light 
admitted, focnssing is very difficult. It can be 
done by pointing the camera towards the sun 
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and focussing its image. For the same reason 
the exposure is very long, ranging from ten 
minutes to half an hour; it is, in fact, diffi-
cult to over-expose. . 

A Cheap Camera.- In the foregoing we 
have shown how a photographic negative 
may be made in a camera without the use 
of a lens. '£hose, howevet·, who do not 
possess a camera can easily try the experi
ment by constructing an apparatus for 
themselves, costing but a few pence and a 
little time and t rouble. Take an ordinary 
cigar box and cut a hole in one end, insert
ing a piece of metal having a fine hole 
bored in it. At the other end a groove is 
made inside so that the sensitive plate can 
be inserted. Blacken the whole of the 
inside with a dead-black varnish, and 
arrange the lid so that it will be perfectly 
li~ht-tight. When the box is closed not the 
shghtest trace of li~ht must be admitted 
except throu~h the pmhole aperture. 

Photograpning Clouds. - Nothing im
proves the appearance of a landscape more 
than beautiful cloud effects, but these are, 
as a. rule, very difficult to obtain, for the 
reason that the exposure required is so much 
le~s than what it 1s necessary to give to the 
surrounding landscape. Further, the blue 
sky is almost as active as the clouds them
selves, so that the contrast is lost to a very 
great degree. The most effective plan is 
to arrange in front of the lens at a suitable 
angle a sheet of black glass, one surface of . 
which is a true plane, and to photograph its 
reflection of the clouds. The effect of this 
black mirror is to extinguish the polarised 
portion of the blue light of the.sky a~d to 
reduce the briUiancy of the general illumi
nation. All the finest and most beautiful 
structure of the clouds, which otherwise is 
so dazzling as to be obscured from si~ht, is 
now/lainly visible, and for the makmg of 
clou negatives for printing in landscapes 
this method excels all others. 

To Make a Pen-and-Ink Sketch from a 
Plwtograph. - The following is a plan so 
simple that anyone without any knowledge 
of drawing can produce from a photograph 
a perfect pen-~nd-ink sketcp suitable for 
reproduction as an illustration. Make an 
ordinary silver print from a negative, fix 
it, and thoroughly wash w~tp.out t oning. 
When dry, trace all the outhnes out care
fully with a pen· and ink. This done, all 
that is necessary is to immerse the print in a 
saturated solution of bichloride of mercury, 
when the photograph will disaJ>pear, leav
ing the outline sketch intact. Thoroughly 
well wash and dry. · 

T o Make R ed Pictures.-Float a piece 
of plain paJ?er for ab<?ut twent¥ secon~s on 
the followmg solut10n-uramum mtrate 
1 part, water 5 parts-and dry it before 
a; fire in the dark. Expose it behind a nega
t ive in an ordinary printina frame. Length 
of exposure varies from eight to ten m~nutes 
in the sun to an hour or two hours m the 
shade. Wash the print for a few seconds 
in water heated to about 120° Fahr., ·and 
immerse it in the following : potassium 
ferrocyanic!e 1 part,. water 59 P.arts. In 
this solutiOn the p1cture Will m a few 

·minutes become of a beautitul red colour. 
It should then be well washed until the 
water is colourless, and then dried. 

'l'o Make a Green Print.-Take a red 
print made in the manner described above, 
and place it in nitrate of cobalt 2 parts, 
water 100 parts. Remove it, and w~tho~t 
washing dry it before a fire, when 1t wtJl 
become of a green. colour. To. fix, pla~e 1t 
for a few seconds m the followmg solution : 
sulphate of iron 2 parts, sulphuric acid 
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1 part, water 50 parts. Well wash, and 
again dry before the fire. 

To Make a Violet Print.-Prepare plai1f 
paper with uranium nitrate as recommended 
for making red prints, and after printing 
underneath a negative, wash in hot water 
and develop 'with chloride of gold 8 grains, 
water 2 oz. When a fine violet colour is 
obtained, wash the part in several changes 
of water, and dry. 

To Make Blue Prints.-Float plain paper 
on a solution of potassium ferrocyanide 20 
parts, water lOO parts. Dry in a dark 
room. P rint under a negative while the 
shadows are of a light bluish colour. Place 
the print in a saturated solution of bi
chloride of mercury, then wash it in water, 
and place it in a saturated solution of oxalic 
acid heated to a temperature of 100° Fahr. 
It is then washed m several changes of 
water and dried . . 

Recovering Fogged P lates.-It often hap
J?eils through accident or otherwise that 
sensitive dry plates get exposed to the light 
and are considered spoilt and of no further 
use. This is not the case, however ; all that 
is necessary is to immerse the plate for 
about five minutes in a solution composed 
of chromic acid 30 grs., potassium bromide 
60 grs., water 10 oz. The operation must 
take place in the dark. They are then 
thoroughly washed and dried, after which 
they can be again used in the camera as 
before, only that they are somewhat less 
sensitive, and consequently require a little 
more exposure. 

Malcing lJirect Positives in tl~,e Cmnera.
Prepare a saturated solution in water of the 
crystals of thiosinamine, and add from two 
to eight minims of it to an ordinary pyro or 
eikonogen developer. Expose rather less 
than usual. The effect of this addition to 
the developing agent is an entire reversal 
of the image, a positive instead of a nega
tive being obtained. Ammonia will assist 
the reversal. Colonel Waterhouse, the 
discoverer of this process, recommends in 
some cases the plates being subjected to a 
bath of 5 per cent. nitric acid and 3 
per cent:potassium bichromate before ex
posure, followed by a thorough washing. 

PL AS T E R ERS' W OR K. 
BY A WORKING PLASTERER. 

lNTRonuoroRY-TooLs-M:onTARS AND CE~IENTS
HAIR- LATHS -THREE-COAT PLASTERING
R ENDRR, F LOAT, AND SET-SCREEDS-LATH, 
LAY, FLOAT, AND SET-FINE STUCCO-ROUGH 
STucco-Two-Co AT AND ONE-CoaT WoBK
P u GGING-ROUGH-CASTING-CONCBE'l'E F LOORS. 

]ntroductO?·y.-Plasterers' work is the art 
of covering walls and ceilings with mortar 
or cement ; it also includes the running of 
beads and mouldings, and the casting and 
fixing of trusses, ceiling flowers, and enrich
ments. We are indebted to the la.bour of 
the plasterer for much of the comfort of our 
houses. 

Tools.-The tools used by the plastere1 
are: the plastering trowel (Fig. 1), with 
which the mortar is spread on the walls 01 
ceilings; the mortar is laid on a hawk or 

· hand-board, which is a board about 12 in. 
square, with a handle on the underside, and 
is held in the left hand. The gauging trowel, 
which is an ordinary trowel with a blade 
about 7 in. long, and is used for mixing 
gauged stuff. The screeding or floating rule 
is about 6 ft. long, narrowed down at the 
ends which is used for straightening the 
work. The hand float is made of wood, 
about 10 in1 long and 4 in. broad, with a 
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wooden handle on the back, and is used for 
iloating and levelling. the work. Tb~ darby, 
<lr two-handed float, 1s about 2 ft. 6 1~.1ong, 
with two handles on the back, and IS us~d 
Jor levelling large surfaces. . . 

The lath hammer (Fig. 2) 1s used for ~all
:ing the laths to ceilings and stoot~m.gs. 
~Iitring tools (Fig. 3) are ?sed ~or mitrmg 
.mouldin"'s and are of vanous s1zes ; they 
:are mad~ ~f steel. ';f'h.e mitring ~ule (Fi~ 4) 
is also used for m1trmg mouldmgs. .Flat 
.and round brushes are also used by plas
t erers, and moulds of various kinds. The 
mortar is laid on a large mortar board, sup
ported on legs about 2 ft. 6 in. big~. For 
preparing the mortar?. riddles and s1eves of 
w~nous degrees of finen~ss are used. . A 
.scoop with a long handle 1s used for ladhng 
the liquid lime into ~he riddle; and a d_ra~, 
which is a rake With two or three non 
prongs is used for mixing the hair with the 
morta1~ A wooden beater 4 in. square, with 
a cross handle at the top, is also used for 
beating the mort.a.r. 

1Jfortars and Cements.-The mortar used 
by the plasterer is made from the best stone 
lime ; chalk lime is not suitable, al
though it is sometimes used for putty. 
The lime should be freshly burnt, and 
should be laid under cover if possible. 
A pit of a suitable size, about 18 in. 
deep, and lined with boards or bricks, 
is prepared, also a tub about 3 ft. in 
diameter and 2ft. deep. A quantity 
of the lime is thrown into the tub 

WORK. 

Hai1·.-The hair used by plasterers is 
generally bullock's hair ; it should be long, 
and free from hard lurni>S ; its use is to 
strengthen the IllOrtar. In mixing1 it is 
beaten on a wood floor, then soaJ.ted in 
water, and mixed in the liquid lime by 
means of the drag. 

Laths.-The laths are made of fir, and are 
from 2 ft. to 5 ft. long, 1 in. wide, and from 
fo in. thick ; from 110 to 120 are in each 
bundle. They are split or riven with a 
special knife, and are nailed on with cast
iron or steel nails; they should be about 1\ in. 
npru't, so that the mortar can be squeezed 
throu~h between them, forming a key on 
the inside; the bond should be Eroken every 
2 ft. 6 in. when nailing them ; if nailed too 
close, the work will crack or fall off. Sawn 
laths are also made, but they are not so 
strong as split laths. Laths are known as 
single, lath and half, and double, relating to 
the thickness. Woven wire. is sometimes 
used instead of laths. 

Three-Coat Plastering.- In executing 
three-coat plastering, tile walls are first 
coated, then scored over with three or four 
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mixed in the proportion of about one. of 
lime to three of sand; that for walls contains 
a greater proportion of sand: . 'fhe. setting 
or third coat on walls and ceihngs 1s made 
with putty and fine sifted sand ; the put~y 
is washed lime which does not ~ontain ha1r. 
The sand for plastering should be clean and 
sharp ; good work cannot be made with soft 
01." loamy sand. Sea sand should not be 
used, as it strikes out damp. Sometimes 
the third coat is mixed with a proportion 
of fine, light-coloured hair, and trowelled 
smooth ; this is called fine or trowelled 
stucco. Rough stucco is that which i!i 
finished with the float. A piece of felt is 
often nailed over the float for finishing this 
work. 

Sometimes plaster-of-Paris is mixed with 
the putty for the finishing coat, which makes 
it finish with a hard, smooth surface. This 
is called gauged work, and when plastering 
is required to be finished very expeditiously 
the whole is executed with gauged stuff. 

Two-coat plastering is rendered, and 
levelled at once with t he float, then set 
when dry ; it is not scored or screeded. 

One-coat pl~stering is rendered, 
then smoothed with trowel and brush. 
The two latter methods of plastering 
are only used on inferior work. 

In using the hand float, a nail is 
sometimes driven through it with 
the point projecting ; this scores the 
floating, forming a key for the setting 
or putty coat. 

Pugging.-This is coarse mortar 
mixed with hair, and spread to a. 
thickness of It in. to 2 in. on boards 
nailed between the upper floor joists 
in houses to deaden sound. 

Rougl~-cast.-This is used in some 
districts for covering the outer wallli 

a.nd covered with water; it will begin 
to boil in a short time, and is stirred 
with the drag till it has all fallen, 
when it is ladled into a riddle or 
sieve fixed above the pit ; it should 
be of a thick, creamy consistency, 
but not too thick. When the riddle 
is full of " craps," as they are called, 
it is emptied, and again refilled, till 
the pit 1s full ; if hair is to be added, 
it is mixed in t~e pit with the drag

1 and the whole IS allow~d to stand. 
till stiff. If water rises to the top of 
the mortar in the pit, it should be 
run off'. Sometimes the lime is slaked, 
and used in powder instead of being 
boiled, but it works better when 

Plasterers' Work. Pig. I.-Plastering Trowel. Fig. 2.- Lath 
Hammer. Fig. 3.-Mitrtng Tools. Fig. 4.-Mitrlng Rule. 

of houses. The waU is rendered 
with hair-and-lime mortar, and, while 
soft, the rough-cast,. which is formed 
of gravel about the size of peas 
mixed with liquid lime, is thrown 
a:gainst it by a fiat board with a 
handle at one end. The sand is 
sifted out, and the rough-cast must 
be made as level as possible, and 
must completely cover the rendering . 

boiled. If the lime is wante.d for putty, no 
l1air is added. Parian, Keene's, and Mar
tin's cements are ur::ed for running skirtings, 
mouldings, etc. They are mixed with fine 
sand, and set very quickly ; they finish with 
.a beautiful smooth surface. Plaster-of-Paris, 
made from calcined and ground gypsum, is 
~1sed for running mouldings and casting 
trusses, etc. It sets very quickly, and is 
generally mixed with about two-thirds fine 
white putty. 

Robmson's cement is used for casting and 
mouldings; it sets very hard. It is also used 
for plastering where work requires finishing 
very quickly. The makers state that it can 
'be . pa:pered or painted in a few days after 
fimshmg ; the cost is rather more than 
ordin.ary_j>lastering. The first coat is laid 
on w1t~ ~ o. 2 .quality, No. 1 being employed 
for fimshmg (1t is mixed with about three 
parts of fine, sharp sand); No. 3 quality is 
used for floors, concr.eting, etc. 
. Portlan~ c.ement is used for wall plaster
I?~· for sk1rtmgs, for concrete floors, and tile
JIXI~g, and f~>r coring or floa~in~ under the 
ID~>Ie exrensn·e cements ; lt IS generally 
rm~ed ~1th .three pa~ts of fine, sharp sand. 
. ~caghol~ ~~a species of plaster invented 
m Italy; 1.t IS COf?posed of various earthy 
colours nnxed w1th plaster-of-Paris, and 
when laid on can be polished to a very fine 
surface. 

pointed laths nailed together, to form a .key 
for the second coat ; this is allowed to get 
white dry, when the second coat is laid on 
with the float, and when this is about half 
dry, the third coat is laid on and smoothed 
with the trowel and brush. The first coat 
on walls is called rendering, the second 
floating, and third setting. In order to 
make the floating straight, "screeds " are 
laid on the walls at intervals of about 6 ft. 
'£hese are bands or widths of plastering about 
6 in. wide, which are straightened with the 
floating rule. Screeds are fixed in the 
angles ; these should be made plumb, and 
the intervening screeds are lined to. them ; 
after the screeds have been laid on, the 
spaces between them are filled up and 
straightened with the rule and made level 
with the darby and hand float. The joints 
in the walls should be raked out, and 
the walls brushed and wetted before corn• 
mencing to plaster. 

'l'hree-coat work on ceilings and partitions 
is executed in a similar manner ; it is called 
lath, lay, float, and set. The laths are first 
nailed on, then coated over and scored to 
fo rm a key to the floating ; this must be 
white dry before being floated. It is then 
floated and set in the sa.me manner as de
scribed for walls. The first coat en ceilings 
is sometimes called " pricking up." The 
mortar for laying and floating ceilings is 

Concrete Floors.-These are formed of 
Portland cement, and crushed bricks, slag, 
or limestone to pass through a ~ in. mesh. 
The foundation must be levelled and well 
beaten; wood pegs are then driven in, the 
tops ot which are level with the finished 
surface of the floor. Then lay a covering of 
broken stones to pass through a 2 in. mesh 
over the whole surface, and from 1} in. to 
3 in. below the tops of the pegs according to 
the required thickness of the floor. The 
broken stones should be not less than 3 in. 
thick, and for heavy work should be more. 
The stones are beaten down level, then mix 
the concrete on a wooden platform, in the 
proportion of one of cement to five of 
crushed bricks (the ingredients should be 
measured in a box, open at the top and bot
tom) ; the whole is then turned over and 
thoroughly mixed with the shovel and drag; 
then form it into a pie and mix with water. 
It must not be saturated, but every portion 
must be wetted, turning it over and mixing 
with the drag. Then commence to lay the 
floor, starting from the side opposite the 
door ; the concrete is levelled to the top of 
the pegs by a rule, and beaten solid by a 
beater similar to a hand float, but made 
larger. When the whole is laid and beaten 
level, it must be left from eight to twelve 
hout·s to harden ; it is then smoothed over 
with the plastering trowel 
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CR.U'T TRAINING. - The Company of 
Armourers and Braziers have just been 
holding their third exhibition of works in 
brass. We welcome exhibitions of this 
class. The example of the Armourers might 
be followed with advantage by many of the 
other City companies. It is not one 'Of the 
wealthiest of the City companies, yet it is 
especially active in the interests of technical 
education. If the City companies wish to 
justify their continued existence, they must 
do good work that will be appreciated by 
the people. I t is impossible to over· estimate 
the ultimate effect of technical education 
among the people. The craft companies of 
the City of London could soon make the 
old.fashioned rule·of·thumb workman as 
extinct as the dodo. Then would evolve a 
new race of artist workmen whose works 
might rival those of their medireval brethren, 
" the evangelists of art," " laureates of their 
gentle craft,'1 who left their noble deeds in 
stone and metal. The Armourer.s will award 
their certificate of merit to :prize-winners, 
and grant the F reedom of thexr company to 
any especially gifted craftsman, apprentice, 
or student. There is one point, however, to 
which we should like to invite the attention 
of the Company of Armourers. PeoJ?le living 
in the large provincial towns whiCh have 
long since outgrown numerically those of 
London in the matter of craftsmanship are 
unable to derive advantage from these 
exhibitions. Could not some of the wealthy 
London companies join with poorly-endo\ved 
technical schools in the provincial towns 
to promote exhibitions of this character, 
changing the location from year to year 1 
London is now a commercial not a manu
facturing centre; but Manchester, Glasgow, 
Leeds, and a score of other cities, are the 
centres of teeming industries. If the pro
vincial workmen cannot come t o London, 
cannot London go to the provinces 1 Des
pite what is done through the City and 
Guilds of L ondon Institute channels, the 
City companies as yet only reach a very 
meagre few of the technical student ele
ment of the country. 
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ALuMINIUM.-The cost of aluminium, and 
alloys of aluminium, has been reduced so 
immensely by the invention of electricaf 
proces~es, that it will shortly come into very 
e~te:ns1ve use ou.tside ?f engineering. Alu
mimu~ bron~e, IJ:?- van~us g~ades, is already 
extens1v_ely used m engmeerm~. The latest 
field wh1ch appears to be opemng up for its 
employment IS that of domestic utensils. I t 
possesses the advantages of extreme light· 
ness, and of being practically unaffected by 
acid liquids, not excepting vinegar, so that 
possibly our k itchen utensils may be made 
of aluminium in the near future. There 
would be an resthetic pleasure in the use of 
a metal, or an alloy, having the lustre and 
colour of silver, without its expense. The 
report some weeks since that the German 
~rmy had found the spirit flasks, made of 
aluminium, vehicles of poison for the troops, 
requires better authority than the testimony 
of the ordinary paragraphist. 

AMERICAN v. ENGLISH LocoMOTIVEs.
An engrossing topic for some months has 
been English and American locomotives, and 
endeavours have been made to show that 
the American locomotives are superior to 
the English, carrying greater loads on the 
same consumption of fuel. Our contempo
rary, the Engineer, takes the matter up, and 
proceeds to analyse the statements published 
m an American journal, and finds that the 
American locomotives burn more coal than 
'hose of this country, which the writer " is at 

a loss to explain." Does he know that the 
orifice of the blast -pipe generally used there 
ismuchsmaller than that used in this country 
-from a third to half smaller-and in con
sequence the "pull n on the fire when the 
engine is under way is tremendous, and 
causes the fire to be pulled out of the box at 
a rate nearly sufficient to account for the 
greater consumption of fuel1 It would 
almost seem that in America it is a sure 
sign of a. good engine if you can hear her at 
a great distance- t'he further the better. 
Some time since an American engineer visited 
one of our great t erminal stations to see the 
express go out. He eyed the start with 
great interest, but excla1me,<!, "Where's the 
blast 1 I don't hear it ! " ~ otwithstanding 
an explanation to the effect that it was more 
satisfactory to take the power out of the 
steam in pulling the train instead of letting 
it make a row up the funnel he would not be 
convinced. The Midland Nottingham ex
press was a further poser. Though greatly 
struck with the design and worlUnanship 
of these ~plendid specimens of mechanical 
skill, the visitor could hardly believe that 
the engine, with a $Oodly number of car
riages, runs from N ottingha.m to L ondon 
and back, or vice versa, with from 42 to 
45 cwt. of coal for the double journey-
250 miles-and does the journey, without a. 
stop either way, in about two hours and ten 
or fifteen minutes, on a consumption of 21 
to 22 lb. per mile. Here, as the engine 
started, he could not hear the blast, and 
seeing what could be done without the tre
mendous crash of the American bla~t. he 
concluded they must be wrong in their 
practice, and on his return intended to wake 
them up a bit on this point. As a rule the 
American locomotive carries steam a ~reater 
distance in the cylinder before cuttmg off 
than the English; consequently a greater 
bulk of steam has · to escape; and tb.is also 
causes more steam to be used, and there- · 
fore more fuel is used to keep her going. 
There is no doubt that American locomotive 
practice is far from perfect., and there is 
great room for improvement. 
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l DESIGN AND DECORA.TION OF ALL 
A.GES. 

BY M. H. C. L. 

EGYPTIAN. 
' ; THERE is, perhaps, no country in the world 

so interesting, so absolutely fascinating to 
the student of old times, as Egypt, emerging 
as it does from the misty blackness of thou
sands of years before the Ch6stian Era, and 
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leaving evidences of a learning and civilisa
tion which some modern writers maintain 
held all the knowledge to which we in our 
own day have but just arrived. When we 
study their art, we are astonished to find 
the skill and perception which guided their 
construction of des1~n, and their command 
over the material m which they worked. 
The Egyptians were admirable carvers in 
stone and wood, though the lack.of suitable 
timber restricted th:eir use of the latter. 
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They wove the most delicate textures, and 
embroidered them with consummate art. 
Their repousse work, enamelled work, a:nd 
inlaying ·were all exquisite. They made 
tapestry_ in si:mple geometrical designs, they 
worked m leather, their pottery was beauti
fully decorated, their paintings retain, under 
the t ime-stained surface, the brilliancy of 
the day they were produced. In very early 
ages the Egyptians became masters of the 
art of colour, each workman having his own 
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Decorative Art. Fig. 1.-Winged Sphinx f s · 
Fig. 6.-Bas-relief of sa.rco ha rom arcophagus. Fig. 2.-Anubis. Fig. 8.-Horis. Pig. 4.-Rosette. Fig. 5.- Fragment of Carved Spoon. 
- Frequently occurring Bo~de;us of aoth Dynasty. Fig. 7.-0ne of row of Slx Figures on Table of Unntter. Fig. 8.-Border on Funeral Box. Fig. 9. 
Repeating Border from Grmc~-E Fig. 10--Sca.rabmus, or Sacred Beetle. Fig. 11.- Lotus Blossom. Pig. 12.-Serpent incised on Ivory. Fig. 13.
under the protection of Isis Fig ~tl~n ~umPmit Case. FiFig. 14.-Border Patterns. Fig. 15.-Ta. Girdle Buckle, a n Amulet placing the Wear er 
-Serpent. Fig. 20.-Repeating Patt;mo~n eit a. 1_mt · t gA. 17.-Egg and Serpent from Mummy Case. Fig. 18.- Pa.inted Border on comn. Fig. 19. 

one ar o men-ra. Fig. 21.-Border on Tomb, r ep eating Pattern. Fig. 22.-Thoth . 
'i 
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little bags of paints, and mixing them for 
himself. The C11lours were laid ou in flat 
washes, and in the best period of decoration 
were so used as to form a ' 'scheme of colour," 
g iving to each tableau a general prevailing 
tone of red, blue, or gold. The Egyptians 
loved colour ; all their carvings and has
reliefs were painted. 

There was in Egyptian decoration, as in 
that of other countries, a classical age up to 
which art was continually improving ; a sub
sequent decline, a short renaissance, and a 
final decadence characterised by a corruption 
of the native stylt:: ·with that of other coun
tries, notably of Greece, ending in extinction. 

It is of the purely Egyptian designs, as 
they were handed down from generation to 
generation, each retaining its individuality 
through century after centut·y~,..., that this 
paper treats. The designs of ~gypt may 
be classed under two heads : the sacred and 
the secular. Only a small proportion of the 
decorations which have come down to us are 
distinctly secular, but there still exist some 
humorous paintings in the form of carica
tur es of 
.a n imals. 
There are 
also records 
of wars and 
v ictori es, 
a nd more 
peaceable 
scenes 1 
formin g 
the su b
jects o f 
wall paint-
• 
1 n g s -
herds of 
oxen with 
their dri
vers, flights 
of wild 
birds and 
:flocks of 
ge~se,fi~bes 
sw1mmmg, 
men en-
gaged in 
different 
k inds of 
handiwork, 
and amus-
ing themeelves in the chase. The Egyp
t ians evidently loved animals, some of 
which, as we know, were considered sacred. 
The lotus is the only flower we find, ex
cept in the rarest instances, upon their 
decoration, if we except the stalkless blos
som varying in semblance between a mari
gold and a potentilla, which is technically 
ealled a rosette. The lotus was no doubt 
peculiarly prized by the Egyptia_ns as being 
the produt;:e of the sacred Nile lotuses. 
These lotuses were grown in the tanks, 
which were the favourite adjuncts to 
an Egyptian garden. A representation of 
one of these tanks from a wall decoration is 
given in Fig. 23. The Egyptians had no 
knowledge of perspective, thouah they were 
.admirable draughtsmen, and their animals 
in profile were drawn not only accurately, 
but with much spir·it and in different 
varieties of pose. Wl1en they wished to 
represent figm cs of men in line, they made 
t he head of each appear above that of the 
one in front, or by some similar device 
showed all the figures separately. In draw
ing the human fignre it was their custom 
t o give the head in profi le, with a full face, 
eye, and bust, the trunk in three-quarter 
v iew, and the legs in profile. In the speci
men given, the pond is seen in bird's-eye 
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view, the fonr edges being the banks, while 
the animals and lotuses are seen sideways. 

Among the wall decorations are pictures 
of offerings being made to the gods. The 
mystic ceremonial religion of old Egypt 
entered intimately into the life of the people, 
and, in fact, their secular art merges in the 
sacred. The most numerous and important 
remains of Egyptian decoration are from 
the tombs. While the houses and palaces 
were open to destruction from invaders and 
pillagers, the tombs were so carefully con
cealed that many of them have remained 
intact till discovered by modern explorers. 
Man, according to the Egyptian faith, was 
composed of four parts : the body ; the ka, 
or double of the body; the soul; and the 
divine spark. This ka precisely corresponded 
·with the astral body with which the theo
sophy now in vogue has made us familiar. 
I ts life continued as long as the body was 
in existence, but died with its destruction, 
hence the care t aken by the relatives of the 
dead to guard against the violation of a. 
tomb. When the mummy was deposited, 

Fig .. 23.- Wall-Pa.tnt1ng or a Fish Pond. 

the passage leading to its resting-place was 
filled, and the entrance carefully concealed. 
The ka had his chapel in earliest times 
in another portion of the tomb, which 
was built in the. rocks, but later it was 
often at some distance from it. Here 
offerings were made on stated days, and 
should ideally have continued to be offered 
to the end of time. But filial piety 
could not be expected to survive the third 
or fourth generation, and for fear the ka 
should be left to starve, a plan was hit upon 
which would satisfy the appetite of so 
ethereal a creature, while relieving his 
relations from further cares after the burial 
day. 

Offerings of portions of oxen and gazelles~ 
of clothes, of furniture, of birds and or 
flowers, were made at the funeral, and these 
were depicted on the walls. On the sight 
of these painted objects the ka was sup
posed to feed, but for his diversion, or in
struction, not only the actual portions of 
flesh and loaves of bread were represented · 
but all the processes of their production and 
preparation were added. In later centuries, 
when the idea of future reward and punish
ment had gained prominence in the religion 
of Egypt, a record of the career of the 
.deceased, with scenes from his life, were 
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painted on the walls. Later again, the 
progress of the soul as it followed the sun 
through the infernal regions of the night arrd 
out into the · glory uf day formed the 
subject of the pictures. All these repre
sentations, by t heir formal repetition from 
age to age; tended to crystalh~e into mere 
conventional decoration ; but every form 
thus employed had its signifil'..ance, and, 
till the complete decadence of Egyptian 
art and religion, conveyed to the spectator 
some mystic import, corresponding to the 
Christian symbols of the cross and the 
Sacred Monogram. Indeed, the painting 
of such symbols on a sarcophagus, or in 
the chamber of the dead, was believed to 
act as a charm. The lotus tlower (Fig. 11) 
is constantly met with in every species 
of decoration. It signified eternal youth, 
and was an offering much affected by the 
gods. I t had one conventional form both 
for bud and blossom, but was adapted in a 
variety of ways. 

Fig. 18 is part of a painted borderin8 on a 
coffin. Fig. 6 is carvmg on th~ stone I arsep 

sar copha
gus of the 
30th dy-
nasty. Fig. 
8 is from a 
painted se
pulchral 
box, one 
of those 
chests in 
which the 
ka kept 
such pas-

• sess1ons as 
were made 
his on the 
day of his 
funeral. 
A n othe r 
favour i te 
symbol in 
decoration 
was that 

• • g1ven m 
Fig. 15; it 
was used in 
solid form 
as a girdle 
buckle, and 

represented the blood of Isis, which washed 
away the sins of the wearer. The scarabreus, 
or sacred beetle (F ig. 10), symbolised duration 
of life on earth and in the after world. It pre
served from death, while a frog was the em
blem of renewed life. A winged scarabreus 
is painted on the coffin of Soter, Archon of 
Thebes. Serpents were numerous, generally 
bent up in decorative though improbable at
titudes, and rearing an angry head (Figs. 12 
and 19). Veryfrequentlyiu the mummy cases 
we find a procession of men or animals carry
ing a serpent. In what is considered one of 
the 0ldest forms of symbolic art, the serpent 
is represented with an egg (Fig. 17), the egg 
symbolising life and the sernent eternity. 
In its passage through the nether world the 
soul had many serpents with which to 
combat: there was one to guard each hour. · 
Down there were also the fearful assessors 
of the dead, corresponding with the human 
beings above, who sat in judgment on the 
corpse, and determined whether he were 
worthy of burial in its gorgeous tomb. 
The gods are constantly represented
quaint creatures with the heads of animals 
on human forms (Figs. 2, 3, and. 22). 
On nearly every mummy case a w1nged 
figure is· _painted, the wings being dra:wn 
in a highly conventional and decorative 
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manner, doubtless representing the ~ings 
attained by the departed soul when 1t had 
safely passed through the terrors of judg
ment. As a rule, there is a human head 
and upper part of the body between t~e 
wings, sometimes a completed body as m 
Fig. 1, though occasionally a scarabreus or 
a bird's head, and dogs were very common 
in funeral decoration : Cerberus was the 

·guardian of the Hall of Judgment (Fig. 21). 
The human figure was very largely em

ployed, generally with the hands stretched 
out one bi(Yher than t he other, in a graceful 
attitude, symbolic of de~otion (Fig. 20), 
standin(Y seate.l (Fig. 7), or in what appears 
to have 

0

been a fa':'ourite pastime amo!lg the 
Egyptians, squattmg on the ground (Fig. 13). 
The painting on the walls of the tombs and 
sarcophagi were to a great extent re_produc
tions, more or less exact, from the illustra
tions in the " Book of the Dead." 

This wonderful work, the oldest book in 
existence, gave an account of the soul's 
progress throu(Yh the unseen world. It was 
considered in the highest degree sacred, and 
passages from it were written on the sar
cophagi and on slips put in the hands of 
the dead to act as a charm. The tombs and 
sarcophagi so elaborately decorated were of 
course tliose of kings and great men ; the 
poor were buried in pits and in clefts of 
the rocks, simply bandaged or wrapped in 
palm branches, with an amulet or two to 
protect them in the realms of the departed. 
In life, however, the common people were 
not shut out froru the world of art. As with 
us in the middle ages, every craftsman was 
an artist, and gave a touch of beauty in the 
form of some simple and appropriate decora
tion to whatever he made. There is nothing 
lovelier of the kind than the wooden perfume 
spoons and kohl boxes carved in the form of 
lotus plants, figures in ~arious attitudes and 
-the like, of which one specimen is sketched 
in Fig. 5. 

Here va.riety of invention came in, whereas 
in the paintings and bas-reliefs-which were 
nearly always consecuti~e tableaux of fixed 
and definite meaning, or symbols of tradi
tionary form and usage-there was little 
scope for originality. Certain sketches of 
design made by Egyptian artists yet remain 
drawn on a surface marked out in squares, 
like the architects' paper of our own day, 
to facilitate their enlargement by the 
copyists. Ear_ly efforts at drawing have also 
been found, with the master's corrections in 
red ink. Till a late and degenerate period 
of Egyptian art, when the Greek influence 
began to be felt, all drawing was done with 
a brush formed of a reed, and not with a 
hard, fine-pointed instrument. 

There is not much in Egyptian design that 
can be taken as it stands and applied to 
modern. Europe~n decoration ; so large a 
proportiOn of their ornament was exclusively 
concerned with their own reli(Yious rites. 
Th~ lotus adaptations and animal forms 
whlCh have been rendered decorative with
o~t an~ departure from fidelity to nature 
Hllght I~de~d be co_pied direct. But the 
great gam. m st~1dymg the decoration of 
the Egypttans hes in the insi!Yht thus 
~cquired into ~h~ir especial artistic

0

genius
t.e., the combmmg severity of outline and 
a frank conventionalism with artistic grace 
and t~1~th to nature. This they attained 
hy setzmg and emphasisin(Y the main fea
tures of their sub,iect, whil~ suppressinu all 
ut~necessar~ de~ds which would intetfere 
wt,th t he eflect of the decoration as a whole. 

Tho~e who have not the opportunity of 
t~a.velhng to tbe East, may make explora
tiOns a.lmo::, t a.s valuable for practical 
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purposes within the walls of. the British 
:Museum. Egyptian remains are also _pre
seiTed. in the Soane and the South Ken
sington M use urns. 

For the letterpress of this paper the 
writer is much indebted to M.a.spero's 
work on "E~yptian Archreology," trans
lated by Miss Ed wards. 

---+++---

ABOUT THE ARLBERG AND OTHER 
ALPINE TUNNELS. 

BY HENRY FRITH. 

THE success of the St. Gothard line aroUBed the 
emulation of Austria, and her eagle eyes were 
turned to a separate line to Paris from. Vienna, 
t•iii Constance, I.andeck, and Tnnsbriid:. The 
Brenner Railway runs at right angles to the 
.A.rlberg line. 

The necessary tunnel for the new line was 
begun in 1880. It was estimated to occupy :five 
years in construction. The other portions of the 
railway between Bregenz and Innsbriick are also 
very interesting-the engineering is excellent ; 
the news are magnificent. Seated in the hind
most carriage, with its immense sheets of glass 
all round, the prospects and gradients and cuttings 
can be studied by the passenger at leisure. 

But our business is chiefly with the Arlberg 
Tunnel, which pierr.es the water-shed of the .A.rl
berg, lying between the Rhine and the Danube. 

The great tunnel was begun in 1880, and the 
engineers ha ring the Cenis and Gothard expe
riences before their eyes, were enabled to work 
very cheaply and expeditiously. They progres800 
so rapidly that the line was actually open in 
1884 ! On the 15th of May, 1880, the order to 
begin arrived; on the lSth of November the 
boring began ; on the 13th of November, 1883, 
the borings met, the working having been, as 
usual, from both sides simultaneously. 

The contractor had performed his work in fonr 
hundred and twenty days less than the stipulated 
time ; and this was the most satisfactory part of 
the business, for the Government had agreed to 
give him £80 a day for each day he lessened the 
contract time. Thus he earned the welcome sum 
of £33,600-:-his private share of the undertaking 
-as a prem1um. 

The motive power for the works and some 
machines was water, which exists in quantities 
on the .A.rlberg. The streams were dammed, and 
the water conveyed, under tremendous pressure, 
in pipes to work the necessary machinery. The 
borings in the tunnel were also done by compressed 
air, and two kinds of machines were used. There 
was quite a rivalry between the men employed 
on these when one was worked by air and the 
other by water. 

The drills were the Ferroux and the Brandt. 
The former was worked by air, the latter by 
water. The former is a percussion drill, some
thing like the instrument employed in the Mont 
Cenis Tunnel on the Sommeillier system. Tlie 
Brandt machine drills holes by revolving-boring, 
and has been pronounced the superior tool, inas
much as a certain number of Brandt machines 
will do as much work as twice the number of 
Ferroux drills under equal conditions. 

Twelve miners and seven navvies were em
ployed on the Ferroux drills each shift. Seven 
miners and seven navigators only were employed 
on each of the Brandt machines, with one 
mechanic to repair them ; the Ferroux were 
taken away and repaired. The explosive used 
was dynamite. The manner in which the work 
was done is as follows: The "heading," or upper 
cutting of the tunnel, was " levelled" with the in
tended rail way below. From the heading the men 
.drove vertical shafts downwards at certain dis
tances. When they reached a proper level, each 
party cut sideways, .and thus formed the lower 
gallery (to meet each other), into which the rock 
and debris was thrown down by the slui.fts_ and 
carried off. 

The tunnel was carefully lined witn bricks, the 
progress made being about 18 ft. a day. As the 
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actual tunnel was completed the rails were laid, 
the deln-i8 canied out, and materials carried in. 
Regular trains of trucks were constantly in 
movement, and "marshalling" them was quite a 
business. The men l:iboured in semi-darkness 
daily; and the contract provided for a supply of 
air to the extent of 5,300 cubic feet per minute 
for the workmen . 

This, the main tunnel on the line, is just 6·375 
miles in length. It extends between two stations 
-St. Anton and l.angen ; it cost £1,209,400; 
and three years were occupied in its construction 
-the actual boring of it. In less than a year 
after the railway was actually opened-Yiz., in 
September, 1884. There are nine other tunnels 
on this line from Innsbruck to Bregenz, which 
will well repay a visit. 

Several other schemes for dri >ing great tunnels 
through the mountains ha>e been projecwd. Of 
these, the Simplon Tunnel seems to be the most 
likely to be begun. It will be about ten miles 
lo~. The railway is already at Yisp, in the 
Val&is, and at Domo d'Ossola, in Italy. The 
gradient is estimated at 1 in 90 on the Swiss 
side, but much heavier on the southern slope. 
The borings will be exceptionally heavy. The 

·expenditure is estimated at£2,118,000. The big 
tunnel will cost, perhaps, £l,Si7,000, and a con
siderable sum, in addition, for V1!ntilation plant 
must be added. 

Other tunnels, which have not advanced much 
towards estimates, are tho:>e suggested to pene
trate the St. Bernard and Mont Blanc. The 
writer has seen no late suggestions concerning 
these projects. They were proposed to reach 
Aosta by different routes, and the plans vary 
greatly. The St. Bernard is to have steep 
gradients and a short summit tunnel ; the }!ont 
Blanc route is to have easy approaches and a long 
tunnel. The cost of these undertakings cannot 
be less than £40,000 a mile. 

SCIENCE TO DATE. 

New FossU MammaL -Mr. C: Dawson has 
discovered the tooth of a mammal in the W eald, 
near Hastings. It seems to be related to the well
known Plagia.ulax from the Purbeck beds. It is the 
first trace of a mammal of the Cretaceous period yet 
found in Europe. 

VoJcantc Action in the Lipari Isla.nds.-.A 
Royal Commission appointed by"the Italian GoYern
ment to study the phenomena exhibited by the 
eruptions of the Island of Vulcano in the Lipari 
Islands during the period from August, 1888, to 
March, 1890, has just published a voluminous 
report. A typical eruption of this volcano consists 
of a huge oolumn of volcanic dust carried up by 
volumes of steam to a height of several thousands of 
feet, and this is accompanied, in the more nolent 
explosions, by the ejection of huge bombs of inc:m
descent lava and brilliant electrical discharges. K o 
lava flow, however, occurred during the whole period. 
It is interesting to note that the neighbouring 
volcano of Stromboli, though only about thirty-six 
miles distant, is not influenced by the condition 
of Vulcano, and that the material ejected from the 
two volcanoes is different, being blacker and contain
ing less silica and more bases in the case of Stromboli 
Hence there must be some subterranean barrier 
between the sources of lava supply of the Yolcanoes. 

New Determination of the Velocity of Sound. 
-Regnault many years ago determined the velocity 
of sound in air by firing a pistol containing one 
gramme of powder-so as always to produce sound
waves of equal strength-at one end of a long tube, 
and receiving the sound-wave on a flexible mem
brane placed at a measured clist.ance inside the 
tube. When the sound-wave reached this membrane 
it threw it into vibration, and by means of a small 
metal disc fixed at its centre the membrane struck 
against a metallic oontact, thus closing an electric 
eircuit, which traced on a chronog1-aph the exact 
time when the sound-wave reached it. !IBI. Violle 
and Vauthier, taking advantage of a subterranean 
oonduit destined to carry water from Rochefort to 
Grenoble, have recently made a re-determination of 
the velocity of sound in air by a similar method, but 
laying special stress on points omitted or left doubt
ful by Regnault. They found the velocity of sound 
in dry air at 0° C. to be 1,086 ft. per second. This 
is a little less than the value usually employed in 
~culations-viz., l,Ol.J3 ft. per second. 
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TRADE : PRESENT AND FUTURE. 

• * * Corrl'spouclence h·o·m Trade and Industrial 
Ct:ntrt's, cmcl N ews (1·om Factories, ntust reach 
the Editor not later them Tuesday morning. 

Tnmm 'l'n.:.\DF..-The deliveries from the London 
docks show a further decrease, amounting in a week 
tot~- fall of over 2,000 standards. 1'he uncertainty 
of the labour market ha-s much to do with this. It 
is to be hoped that the mid-sea-son and fa.U will this 
year improve, and that we shall be able to show an 
increase over last year. The hardwood trade seems 
to he fairly busy, judging from recent spirited buying 
at th~ sales. Ta.basco mahogany was sold at 3!d., 
Jn.ntmca wahognny, 40s. per ton, Mexican maho
gany from 3~<1. to lOd. per ft., and Mexica.n cedar 
n.t 2ftd. A recent sale held at Epping brou<>ht 
forward some hundred fine oak trees at pl'ices v;'ry
ing from 2s. to 4s. per ft. cube over bark. 

&HEE'.r 1\IETAL THADE.-In South Wn.les and 
l\fonmouthshire the price of tin plates remains 
unchanged, but makers are holding out for hi,.,.her 
prices. Best charcoal plates are quoted 13s. 9ci. to 
Hs. per box. Dulness reigns in the London tin 
plate trade, and makers refuse the low prices offered_ 
Manufacturing departments are a little better in 
various parts of the country, especially in galvanised 
wares and dairy goods. 

CO'l"l'O.N TRADE.- The great lock·out in the cotton 
trade continues, and there is but little prospect of a. 
set~lement being a.rrived at. Indeed, many do not 
hes1tate to assert that the negotiations are heing 
P.urpo~ely conducted in as tardy a manner as pos
Sible, m order to prolong the stoppage. It is gener
ally thought that the lock-out will last some three 
weeks longer, while in some cases it is more than 
probable that work will not be resumed until after 
the Whitsuntide holidays. Nearly all the mills in 
Oldham are closed, and there is no anxiety either 
on the part of the employers or the operatives to 
resul!le wo~k. .The employers consider that by 
keepmg the1r mills closed they will not only clear 
o~t their ~tock, but also strike a blow at the opera
tiVes ; while the latter contend that the curtailment 
of the supply of yR.rn will improve the condition of 
the trade. I n Bolton and district the ma'sters have 
agreed to run their mills four days a week only. In 
Rochdale and district the lock-out has assumed a. 
more serious aspect during the last few days, several 
of the largest mills which had started working, and 
which everyone thought would cause the collapse of 
the Jock-out, have stopped again, and for an inde
finite time. In addition to the spinners who are 
"plR.ying them," some of the weaving sheds are 
working short time, as the material is likely to run 
short. 

SHIPBUILOlNG TRADE.-Clyde shipbuilding con
tinues depressed. Several new contracts have been 
fixed, but the output far exceeds in tonnage the new 
work booked. In all, eight sailing vessels and nine
t een stea.m~n; were launched durin& April, the gross 
tonnage bemg fully 37,600 tons, a.n mcrease of quite 
4,000 tons over the output for April, 1891. The 
total output for the four months ending 80th ult. 
was over 128,000 tons (gross). The prevailin<Y de
pression is ascribed to the dearness of fuel and the 
!ow freights prevailing. Shipowners, in many 
mstances, tefuse to accept ca.rrying contracts at 
current freightn.ge ra:te~, prt'ferring rather to pay 
harbour dues for their 1dle vessels. One result is 
that sevcr11.l Clyde-built vessels (owned by Glas.,.ow 
firms) are now "laid up" for want of work. Du~ina 
Aprill'ilcssrs. J. & G. Thompson, Clydebank, secured 
an order for engines for a second-class cruiser which 
is being built in one of the Government dockyards, 
while orders for three sets of engines, aggregating 
630 horse-power, were booked by Messrs. Ross & 
Duncan, of Gova.n, and one by Messrs. Bla.ckwood 
& Gonion, P ort Glasgow, for triple expansion 
engines for a foreign steamer. Marine engineers 
all over the country are feeling the effects of the 
dulness in the shipbuilding tra-de, and unless some 
unexpected development t akes plo.ce immediately, 
these industries will be likely to remain slack 
throughout the summer ; indeed, some authorities 
incline to the belief that a. revival will not take 
vlaco during the present yrar. ·west of Scotland 
steel makers also complain of continued dulness (a 
snbstantiltl rcrluction of wages is about to be enforced 
in thi!l trade), while another import:.l.nt Scotch 
industry- viz., the minera.l oil trade- shows un
mi~;takablc signs of stagnation. 
Pr,o~rBJ NG 1'ltADE.-There is a probability of 

another strike occurring in Aberdeen, the masters 
and men ha.ving come into conflict on some matters 
of detail arising out of a strike which occurred a few 
month!< ngo. A new code of bye·laws, den.linO' with 
the relations between the two pn,rties, lmtl been 
ura.wu up by tLe workmen's society, and recently 

submitted for consideration and . approval by the 
masters. Tbe main point a.t issue is with regard to 
the number ~f apprentices employed in the trade, 
the men holdmg that the proportion of apprentices 
should be one to each iourneyman, while the 
masters, on the other hand, contend that there 
should be no restriction. A second source of con
t~nti~n is the period of no.tice to be given on either 
s1de m the event of a d1spute pending while the 
wo~kmen, in a.dditi~n, ask that when e~ployeil at 
a d.istance of two mtles and over from their place of 
res1dence, there should be a. weekly allowance of 1" 
or 2s. given extra.. The masters have had the matt~~ 
under consideration for some time, and a turn-out 
seems inevitable. 

SILVER AND CUTLERY TBADES.-The Sheffield 
silver and electro trades have not improved since 
~ur last repo::t. In the cutlery trade there is very 
httle alterat10n, and makers of bone ivory and 
pea~l handles complain of the depres~ed st~te of 
busmess. Great efforts are still being made by 
makers of files, scissors, knives, razors, and tailors' 
scissors, to supply the Spanish markets with these 
productions, in anticipation of the announcement 
of the new tariffs, which will affect most seriously 
the future manufacture of these articles. 

I RON T~ADB:-:At Barrow there is no change in 
the hcmat1te pig uon market. Everything is quiet. 
No business is being done by makers. Most works 
are stopped, and only eight furnaces a.re in blast. 
Warrants are at 49s. 4d. net cash, and makers are 
asking 50s. for parcels of mixed numbers of Bessemer 
iron. Stocks are being reduced considerably. 
Several mills in the steel department at Barrow are 
to be restarted this week, including the plate tin 
bar, and Siemens furnaces. Shipbuilders are busy' 
but want ma.terial. Coke is still very scarce, Iro~ 
ore is weak. The iron trade in the R.ochdale 
district is getting worse every week. Our Sheffield 
C?rr.espon~ent wt?-tes :- It cannot be expected tba..t.. 
pig rron wlll decline much further in value_ It has 
dropped lately from 49s. 9d:. to 48s. Sd. per ton. 
Forge iron r.ealises 41s. per ton locally. The only 
branch of trade in which there is much activity 
appea~ to be ~ha.t devoted t? th~ supply of railway 
material. Th1s mdustry mamtams the good posi
tion it occupied at the commencement of the year. 
Makers of springs, tires, and wheels are well off for 
orders. . 

ENGINEERING TRADE.-While, generally speaking, 
there is little change to report in the condition of 
the engineering trades of the Lancashire district, 
yet.in one or two localities business appears to be 
dec1dedly better than for some weeks past. This is 
notably the case with Bolton, where, a fair amount 
of new work coming in, stationary engine builders 
have been enabled to increase their staff of hands. 
For the most part, however, this branch of the trade 
is sharing the general depression which now cha
ractel'ises the engineering industry in many parts of 
the North of England. Machine tool makers have 
but little work in hand, and although machinists 
are still fully engaged in completing existing orders, 
the unsettled state of the cotton trade has had the 
effect of restricting local inquiries. One or two 
firms, however, have secured some orders from 
abroad, which will keep them busily employed for 
many months. Locomotive builders report only :1. 
small amount of new work coming forward, and 
there is unfor tunately every indication of a very 
decided slackness occurring in this branch. The 
shipbuilding and marine engineering trades of the 
district remain in an extremely depressed condition, 
and it is r eported that not a. single new order for a 
marine engine has been secured by any Mersey 
establishment for some weeks. The ~rincipa.l ship
building yards are still fairly busy wtth the vesaels 
in hand, but there are no in~uiries for new work, 
and some of the smn.ll establishments are almost 
entirely without foccupation of any kind. In the 
Barrow district, both shipbuilders and engineers 
continue busy, but the new orders do not appear to 
be of any very great weight. The iron trade shows 
but little improvement, and as many of the steel 
works are stopped, owing either to disputes or 
scarcity of raw material, there is some diffi'culty in 
obtaining boiler plates. Boiler makers are, however, 
now experiencing the lessening activity which ia 
everywhere becoming general. 

CYCLE TRADE.-In Sheffield, the spurt in the 
cycle trade is mn.inta.ined, ann manufacturers of 
cycle parts and pneumatic tires are well employed. 
'l'he makers of the New Rapid cycles have just 
received an order from a Belgian a.gent for over two 
hundred of these machines. As, from their high 
quality, they cannot be produced at a cheap figure, 
it shows t hat our Continental friends know where 
to look for a good thing, and that they are willing 
to pay for it. 

' 

CoAL TRAI.lE.-The strike in Durham which haa 
cau~ed ~ome i:rltation and loss in lo~l manufac
turmg cucles, 18 less sorely felt at the present titne 
Sheffi~ld firms have discovered that they ca.n obta~ 
Sl;lP.P~les of w.ell ~ashed har<l coke in the immediate 
V1~m1ty, wh~ch 1s almost, if not quite, equal in 
pomt of qu~hty to the coke hitherto obtained from 
the North. As there is a ·difference in price of 
nearly Ss. per ton in favour of the South Yorks 
material, it is probable that some portion of the 
Durham trade ~ill be ~iverted to ~his part of the 
country_ There 18 very little change m the situation. 
Hema.tites have risen 3s. per ton since the beginning 
of ~he Durham dispute, and a,re now quoted a.t 60s_ 
delivered in Sheffield. This heightened price is 
solely due to the cause mentioned, and on the 
~llapse of the strik~, it is anticipated that values 
will drop to the pomts they occupied a month or 
t"!"o ~go. There is very little improvement in the 
p1g uon markets, but those qualified to judge ex
press hope in the futun1. Consumers are econo
mising, for what reason is not clear. 

IVORY TRADE.-Soft descriptions were in demand 
at the London auction, and prices were £2 to £3 
per cwt_ higher_ · W est Coast African was firm at 
last sale's prices, and, owing to the small quantity 
of newly arrived ivory, old stock was freely bought. 
Bangles were the only exception to the general 
firm~ess, probably. in consequence of several large 
cons1gnments havmg been sent back to India on 
acc?unt of .trifling defects. Egyptian ivory waa 
selling better than at the previous sales, but still 
cheap as compared with other qualities. For very 
defective pieces such low prices as £20 and £25 per 
cwt. were accepted. 

BUILDING T.RADB.- There is no lessening of 
activity in Manchester and district-a. large con
tractor, indeed, finds difficulty in getting sufficient 
,qood men. In the Rochdale district, bricklayers' 
la.bourers are out on strike, the old question of the 
masters allowing a labourer to each bricklayer being 
again opened, in addition to some other minor details 
which the men demancL As the masters decllll'e 
they ~ J!.Ot give way any further, it is likely to be 
a long Job. 

SHOP: 
A CORNER FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO Tu.x IT-

• • • In CQ11.8equence of the. rrreat pressure upon tM 
" Shop " coLumns of WORK, contributors are 
requested. to be brief and concise in all future 
questions and repLies. 

li,-QUESTTO.NS .\NSWERED BY EDITOR AND STAFF, 
ID.diarubber.-VIGILANTIA. -Your experience 

is a common one. Perhaps the best way to pro
ceed is, first, to cut the surfaces you wish to JOin 
so as to produce a good tit, and then moisten them 
with mineral naphtha1 so as to make the opposing 
surfaces somewhat sttcky_ When this has been 
done, apply as cement o. solution of indiarubber in 
mineral naphtha, press the surfaces into close con
tact, and leave under pressure in a warm place 
until the naphtha has evaporated. -Qui VxvE. 

Inldng Ribbons.- J. B- (Jubbu.lpore).-These 
may ~e kept damp by the application of a little 
glycenne and water.-Qux VIVE. 

Indtarubber.-RuBBER--A thick solution of 
shellac in m~thY.late~ spirit forms an excelle~t 
cement for stickmg md1arubber to wood, and Will 
resist moisture. It must, however, be used whilst 
the wood is still dry ; and as you state that the 
wood to which the rubber is to be cemented is 
hard, I recommend you to coat it first with a 
thinner solution ot shellac, the rubber being after
wards cemented on with the thicker solution.
Qux VIVE. 

ID.dtarubber.-J. H. (Oldham).- Indiarubber 
cannot be melted without spoiling, and solution• 
are unsatisfactory for moulding purposes. Com
meroially, old (vulcanised) rubber is mixed with a 
proportion of new rubber and sulphur, and then 
re-vulcanised in the form required. Rubber so 
prepared is, however, of inferior quality, and its 
preparation is an expensive process.-Qux VIVE-

Soap-maklng. - K. L. (Leeds).-sevency per 
cent. caustic soda may be used, but the result will 
be inferior. as the large proportion of uncombined 
carbonate of soda contained in the weaker prepara
tion will ba.ve the effect of making the soap pre
pared from it very harsh, and urifit for any but 
rough use. If you decide to try the experiment, 
you should use nearly one· half more of your 70 per 
cent.. than would be required of the 98 per cent. 
See article on Soap·makmg, "\oVORK, No. 103.-H. C. 

Soap-making.- F. will probably find the infor
mation he r equires in Watts' "A.rt of Soap
making," JlUblished by Crosby Lockwood & Co., 
price 9s.-H. C. 
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Turbine.-NE'V SUBSCRIBER.-It is quite possible 
to do as you say, and more. With a fall of 10ft. 
you should get something like 6 h .-p. Bnt so many 
matters have to be considered, that I think your 
best course would be to write to Gunther's, of Old
ham, and ask them for estimates, giving them _full 
particulars of the px·oposed arrangement of p1pes 
and gearing. This in the end would be your cheaper 
plan, because, speaking with a full J;;.nowledge of 
the subject I know the trouble of casting_ the vanes 
accurately.' These are made in cores. If you can 
cast them yourself, they must be don~ ver~· ac
curately. If you put them out, then It w11l be 
cheaper to order the turbine complete than to have 
one portion cast to order and make the. rest your
self. If, however, you intend to try, I will 1·eply to 
any specific questions you may put, though to go 
through the details of the work properly would 
occupy more space than can pe spare~ in " Shop." 
A practical work on the subJect, whlCh you may 
study with advantage, is ''Hydraulic :Motors," by 
G. R. Bodmer, published b_r 1Vhittak~r &. Co., Pater
noster Square London, E. C. Its pnce lB Hs., and 
you will find every form of turbine illustrated in it, 
and the necessary forf!11,llre for obtaining dim_en
sions for different cond1t10ns of head and velocity, 
and the curves of the vanes.-J. 

Tool-Holder.- A. T. S. (Bedford).-(!) I presume 
you mean tool-holders for chisels and plane-irons. , 
If so I only know of one general type-that in I 
which the tool is set at a. suitable an~le with a 
pivoted appliance, provided with a certam roller at 
the end opposite to that 
in which the tool is 
clamped. The appliance 
being set at its proper 
angle, the roller runs with 
the stone, and the facet 
of the chisel is maintained 
at practically a uniform 
angle. You can get it of 
Melhuish, Fetter Lane, 
E. C., or some of the other 
tool merchants who ad
vertise in W ORJL (2) No, 
hardly ever; it is an ama· 
teur's crutch. (3) Certainly 
not; the facets of all cut
ting tools used by wood
workers should be sen
!libly hollow. (4) I cannot 
say; you would have to 
search through the records 
of the Patent Oftice.-J. 

Fig.i. 

. 
Fig: 5'. 
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battery, since it gives out a current inside the cell 
and receives it outside the battery.-G. E. B. 

Dry Ba.ttery.- R. S. (Felixstowe).-(1) Get a zinc 
cylinder of~ in. zinc, 7 in. by 3 in. Close the edges, 
and solder a thin strip of zinc over them. Cut a 
disc of thick zinc to fit in the cylinder, and solder 
this in to form a bottom. (2) Get a large lump or 
plate of carbon to go inside the cylinder of zinc, and 
fit to it a brnss tern1inal. Stand the carbon on a 
piece of porcelain or glass in the cylinder, and pack 
the intervenin~ spac~ with eq~al part~ of gyps_um 
and oxide of zmc mo1stened w1th chlonde of zmc. 
Seal over with pitch. (3) Yes. Gypsum is plaster
of-Paris or sulphate of lime. Oxide of zino is the 
" zinc white" used in paint. Chloride of zinc is the 
"killed spirits" of the plumber. (4) I do not know 
the exact ingredients employed in charging the 
Gassner dl·y battery, nor their proportions. It is a 
patented invention. (5) I do not know of any dry 
battery c.apable of lighting a 5 c.-p. 8 volt incan
descent electric light for two or three hours every 
night. It would, probably, take seven Gassner 
cells in series to light up such a lamp, but the light 
could only be maintained for a period of ten minutes 
at a time, after which the battery must rest for 
several minutes before turning on the current again 
to the lamp. Dry ·batteries are only employed in 
intermittent work, and are not suitable for c071.8tant 
electric lighting.-G. E . B. 

Model Yacht.-T. H. L. (Newport).-! send 
sketch of fittings. Fig. 1 is a single-sheaved block. 
Make it of boxwood or plane-tree ; cut the mortise 
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looking up these in back numbers, you mo.y learn 
how to mo.ke a genuine electric belt.- G. E. B. 

Galvanometer. - LINES!IIAN. - An illustrated 
article on how to mo.ke a linesman's galvanometer 
is now in the Editor·s hands, awaitfng space for 
publication. From this you will learn how to make 
the instrument. By making the case a little large1·, 
or by making a sej)arate case for a dry battery, 
and attaching it by brass hooks to the ctase of the 
galvanometer when required, you can pro-vide 
yourself with a pOI·table galvanometer and battery 
combined. I recommend dt•y cells for several 
reasons, apart from that of portability. You will 
need several pairs of elements to get the necessary 
E.M.F.

1 
and the required number can only be got 

into tne space at your command by using some 
form of dry battery. '!'he cells may be of papier
mllche or ca-rdboard, well soaked in melted pm·aftin 
wax. Each cell may be 2 in. in depth, 1 in. in length, 
and ! in. in width. '!'he elements may be silver 
foil and zinc plate, separated by a pad of blotting
paper, having silver chloride on the side next the 
silver foil, and zinc chloride on the opposite side.
G. E. B. 

Booka on Electric Ltghting.-ELECTROLIER·· 
-'£he best and cheuQeSt book on the ~;ubject is 
" Practical Electric Lighting,'' by A. Brornley 
Holmes, and I can heartily recommend it to all 
who, like yourself, wish to know something on the 

· subject tor the first time. You will learn much 
from my articles on "Model Electric Lights,'' pub
lished in WORK, Vol. !I.-G. E. B. 

Glass Embossing. 
E. P. (Birmingham).-! 
wish you had said if you 
wrote as an amateur or 
professional. It makes 
a difference sometimes 
when answering ques
tions. To take your queries 
in the order you ask them: 
-(I) Whether you "bought 
ground glass and etched, 
or plain glass and after
wards grind it," must de· 
pend upon circumstances 
of which I have no know
ledge i. all I can say is the 
first p an would result in 
a saving of time, which, if 
you used any quantity of 
glass, would be very con
siderable. But why not 
frost by the gas method, 
and leave the letters 
plain 1 certainly not etch 
them by liquid as well : 
that would not be needed, 
and the frosting would be 

Fake and Buff Ball.
W. W. (Brentford).-You 
will not be able to buy 
fake, as it is not sold 
ready for use, but it is 
made in the following 
way: Take two hard heel
balls and about two-thirds 
of a white glazing ball. 
break them up into small 
pieces, and put them into 
a. small tin box. You can 
buy proper .take tins ; any 
one will do. but the deeper 
the rim of the lid is the 
better, as it will' prevent 
the spirit evaporating 
when not in use. You 
just cover the contents 
of the tin with naphtha, 
and then put the whole 
on the bob or in the 

Model Yacht. :Fig. 1.-Single-sheaved Block. ng. 2.- Dead-eyes. Fig. 3.-SteeriDg-wbeel 
Fig. 4..-Batcbway Cover. Fig. 5.-Davitt. Fig. 6.-Skyllgbt. Fig. 7.- Cleats. 

much tlner than ordinary 
commercial ground glass, 
which is very coarse by 
the side of the other. (2) I 
suppose you mean to cut 
through the Brunswick 
black ; if so, any sharp
pointed steel tool would 
do. (3) Fasten it on with 
Prout's glue if you like. 
(4) The ordinary kind. (5) 
Turpentine is used in 
making Brunswick black 
to thin it to the proper 
consistency, so you may 
use that if needed, but be 

oven ; but the fire must not be .fierce, the lid 
must not be on the box, and it must be well 
watched, fol' this Rrocess, of course, rarefies the 
spirit and intensifies its infiammability. White 
ball is nl)t bnft' ball, but people sometimes apply 
that term tl) the glazing ball spoken of above. 
'!'he ~use or fake is to lessen the labour in 
finishing, fo~· if heelball is ironed on, it is very 
hard to rub off. It is used after the edge 
has been knifed, rasped, scraped, sand-papered, 
inked, dried, and betn nicely ironed wit-h warm 
irons: which gives i_t, in itself, a good gloss. 'l'he 
fake IS rubbed on w1th the finger, and when it has 
set a little. rub it off with a nice soft cloth till it 
leaves a bright even gloss, which should be a jet 
black. If you want to finish brown work it is 
done in the same way, and the falce is made just 
the same, only all white ball is used, and not any 
heelball.-W. G. · 

Martin llrlantelpiece.-G. P. U. (Ulceby).-Such 
a mantelpiece as you require only awaits oppor
tunity of publication, which shall not be long .. 

Positive .a:nd Negative Poles.-P. S. (Leigh).
(1) ;r'he J?OSltlVe pole of an electric battery is that 
winch g~ves out electricity. 'l'he negative pole is 
that which receives electricity. In other words, 
when the t~o el~mei~ts of a battery are connected 
to an outs1de C1rcu1t of conductors the electric 
current stat'ts from the posit.ive pole of the battery 
passes ~hrough thll conductors-wires and other 
conncct10ns- to the negative pole, and returns by it 
to the b_attery.. (2) I~side the battery cells, that 
elemcn_t IS T?ositi ~e wh~ch wastes o.way-is dissolved 
-an~, ~~~ dJs~olvmg, giVes out an electl·ic current. 
As zm<: 1s !{eneru.lly ~~~~~d in batteries, we mny say 
that zm<: lS the p_ostttve element. 'l'he negative 
element IS tJ~at WhiCh receives the Clll'l'ent set up 
by the _poa!tlVe element, and transmits it to the 
o_utcr cn·clllt. ~t there~ore follows tlmt the posi
tive element of a cell IS the negative }Jole of the 

for pulley : then shape with chisel and rasp. Make 
a notch round the outside, and fix a loop of cord. 
The pulley is brass, with a groove on the edge, fixed 
with a wire pin. Double-sheaved block is made in a 
similar manner, but with two pulleys. Fig. 2 shows 
dead-eyes of boxwood-A is the small size, with a 
groove round the edge ; B is for the main shrouds. 
Fig. 3, steering-wheel. Turn it as a disc, and cut 
the spokes out ; fix handles on the rim; a steel wire 
axle is fixed in the centre, with a wooden roller 
round which the tiller ropes are coiled, and carried 
round guide-pulleys to each side of the rudder. 
Fig. !l, cover for hatchway. It should have cork or 
indiarubberfixed round the rabbet, to prevent water 
getting in. Fig. 5, davitt for boats, made of strong 
wire, with an eye formed at the end : two are re
quired for each boat; the boat is hung with blocks 
and tackle and is fixed against the bulwarks. 
Fig. 6, skyllght o'·er cabin or saloon ; the top is 
covered with glass, and louvres in the sides. Fig. 7, 
cleats for holding ends of halliards, made of wood 
or brass, and fixed on a rail at the foot of the mast, 
as shown, or on the inside of the bulwarks. You 
can fix the compass on a small turned pillar in front 
of the wheel. '!'here is also capstan, windlass, and 
pump, but I think~you will hardly need these.-M. 

:Winding Dyna mo.-C. R. (Oldham).-I! you 
wmd the field-magnets of your little dynamo with 
4 lbs. of No. 22 double cotton-covered copper wire, 
and the armature with 5 oz. or 6 oz. of No. 22 silk
covereq copper wi~e. anq driye it at a speed of 3,000 
revolutions per m mute, 1t wlll, when connected in 
shunt, develop a current of 2 amperes at a pressure 
of 25 volts. With this current you may light a 
25 ':'olt 10 c.·p. lamp, or two 12 volt 5 c.-p. lamps in 
ser1es.-G. E. B. 

Electric B el t .-A. E. (Bi?'1ninghant) - If you 
will get the index to Vol. III. of WORK 'a:nd look 
through the section devoted to "Shop}• you will 
see numerous references to electric belts, and. on 

sure and not make it too 
thin. I always warm Brunswick black (by setting 
the bottle in front ot the fire some time before 
I want to use it) if it is not very bot weather : 
whenever I use it for any purpose, I find it works 
easier, and very seldom needs thinning. (6) The 
reason you cannot get the black off ground glass is 
because the surface is so uneven ·that the tool used 
will not reach every part; turpentine will take it off, 
but I think you will succeed far better by using 
plain glass and the gas process, as I adYised in 
answer to first question. I hope I have n1ade it per
fectly plain to you, and shall be glad to help you at 
any time.-W. E. D., JR. 

German Silver.- SOCRATES. -Sheet German 
silver may be obtained from the Berndorf Nickel 
and German Silver Works Moorgate Street. E. C.; 
Messrs. Stedman & Co., Eilliter Street, E. C. ; or, 
failing them, Me11srs. Barker & Alien, Surrey 
Street, Sheffield; the prices being, best quality, 
Is. 5d. per lb.; second quality, ls. 4d. per lb. ; third 
quality, ls. 2d. per lb. ; and fourth quality, ls. 1d. per 
lb. Ascertain the thickness you require bl· means 
of the !sheet-metal gauge, or take a sample with 
you. You may prooably h ave to pay a little more 
than the prices mentioned above, unless you require 
a large quantity, in which co.se you may ask for the 
usll&l wholesale terms and discount.-N. lVI. 

Rubber Solution.-C. P. (Ba?·le11. Royston).
The 11.ddress of Mr. John Piggott is 117, Cheapside, 
London, E .. C., and probably you could procure 
the solution named at that establishment. It is pro
curable of most respectable dealers in rubber goods. 
Failing Mr. Piggott, you should apply to The 
Indiarubber, Gutta-percha and 'l'elegra.ph Co., 106, 
Cannon Street, !London, E.C., which firm ctl.n cer
tainly supply you.-Qur VIVE. · 

Trloyole. - W. R. (Mile End).-If W. R. will 
state his wishes more fully, I will be glad to help 
him in the matter by making a sketch or otherwise. 
·-A. S. P. 

• 
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Taking Ont a P aten t.- 'MExrco.-This article 
appeared in WOI\K, ~u. ;JJ, bearing date of Novem
ber u;, 18S!J. 

Mod el H ot-Air Engine.-G. 1\f. (London, S.E.). 
-I !'<·C nol hill!.;- in the dmwing you send which 
should JWCH' nt YlliiT' t·n:.:inc fro111 going, if only the 
pis I 011 anti plung·~ r of the displacer tl t f1~ir!y well 
witlwu t fri <·t ion, nnct the lamp flame plays properly 
upon the botto1n of the hc!\ter (it looks too far oft'J. 
The opening from heater to cylinder seems unneces
sarily largtl: arHl who.t you took to be a "wire 
brace" was 1 he line where the cylindrical body of 
the engine is cut away to leave two standards to 
holcl bearin~;s for the crank-shaft these standards 
being- forrned of the body lttbe by cuttingouta piece 
from caeh side. The wutcr then can be filled up to 
wht~re yon hnxc put I he tottom of the wire braces. 
I thrnk you will get your engine to work all right. 
You ,;hould disconnect thn working connecting-rod 
from the <a·ank. nn<l then, when the lamp is lighted~ 
turn the wheel so as to move the displacer up ana 
down. The working piston being free from the 
crank. you should sec it rise ancl fall about as much 
as it would H connected with the crank. I should 
like to !tear you lH\\·e succccded.-F. A. M. 

Cleaning and R estoring 011 Pa.intings.
\Y. C. G. (Bo1n:s Pm·k).-If your pictures are only 
dull and dirty. the defect can be remedied by 
"<?iling- out"; or, if not already t.hickly coated 
w1th olrl Ya_rnish, they rnn,y, after oiling out, receive 
a very thrn coat of vamish. Should they be 
co,·crcd with several coats of old varnish. each of 
which has in turn picked up dirt and dust, they 
then require to be cleanerl by means of the old 
varnish being remoYed; this is in itself an art, and 
r equires the hand of an expert. Spirits of wine 
and turpentine are used, but as they attack the 
paint as well as the old varnish if the further action 
of the spirits is not arrested at the right time by a 
free use of water, it is, as I say, a process that 
requires some experience. However, should you 
care to experiment on s<;>me unimportant canvas, 
you may work in the following way :-Mix in a 
cup 2 part.<; turpentine with 1 part rectified spirits 
of wine. \Vith a piece of cotton-wool dipped in this 
solution begin rubbing softly, commencmg at the 
top left-hand corner of the canvas; it is well to 
attack a small portion at a time-say a surface 
3 in. square. As you rub gently, keep sponging 
with cold, soft water, the secret being to know 
when you ha~e removed the varnish and reached 
the paint. That being done, allow the picture to 
dry slowly but thorou~o<hly; then varnish with the 
thinnest coat you can possibly Jay on; this should 
be done always in a dry atmosphere and out of any 
current of cold or damp ~~i r. One of the best var
nishes for this purpose is Sanders' improved pic
ture varnish, prepared and sold only by B. Keen, 
chemist, Park Street, Bristol, 1s. 6d. per bottle, or 
m:tst.ic ,·arnish may be obtained at any artists' 
material shop. Fot· oiling on ; dirty pictures that 
have dried into the canvas, wash well with water 
only .i ust otf the chill, dry with lineni cloth, then 
polish with silk duster when quite dry; take some 
boiled linseed oil, put about two or three drops on a 
~ood ha,ndful of cotton-wool, and, beginniug at top 
left-hand corner, just polish as you would a pair of 
bools. leavin~ as little of the oil on as possible; do 
a smal.l square of the sm:face at a ti~e; you may 
then, If desmtble, varmsh as adv1sed above.
}<'. .B. 

III.-QUESTIONS SUBMrTTED TO READF:RS. 

• • • 1"/w et /.tent irm CUt(~ co-operation of ?'I!Q.(IflTs of W oaK are 
i>1 vite,L for thi$ section of '' SIU>p." 

Skins.-A. B. C. (A1·b1·oath, N. B.) writes :-"Will 
any reader please tell me the best way to fan and 
soften rabbils' skins thoroughly 1 I can do thealming 
part very well." 

M u lllcal Reed Brass.-\V. C. (Bulwell) writes: 
-··Would some reader give me information how 
brass is hardened to make reed tongues for organs 
or harmoniums 1 Also what special tools are used 
for the purpose 1" . 

Perspective.- SPECTEMUR AGENDO writes:
"\Vill some corresponrlent recommend me a book 
on practicttl pers(>ectivc1 I n,m anxious to learn 
how to draw articles of furniture in perspective 
from plans and elevations." 

Binding WoaK.-J. H. B. (Pendlcton) writes: 
-"\Vill some reader of \VonK be so good as to tell 
me the name and address of some working book
binder in the neighbourhood of Manchester, and 
what the charges for binding WonK should be 1" 

Clock Sta.nd.-G. N. (llcnley-on-Thames) will 
thank any reader for an easy ornamental clock 
stand. 

Grinding Scissors, Knives, &c.-OLD MAN 
writes:- '· Will any reader kindly give me instruc
t,ions for constructing a machine such as is used in 
the streets for the above purposes 1 A few hints on 
grinding, etc., would be thankfully r eceived." 

Whltewood Polish.- POLISH writes :-"Will 
some reader of ' Shop' kindly give a wrinkle as to 
poli'lhing whitewood without in any way dis
colouring or obscuring grain of the wood-i.e., a 
perfectly clear polish, aml how to apply same 1" 

Photo Shutters.-S. M. L. (Godcrich, Canada) 
writes :- "1 should be very much pleased if some 
of ou1· amateur or profP-ssional readers will give 
me. through columns of 'Shop,' some sketches of 
photo shut.tcrs suitable for hand cameras, to work 
behincl lens-tl•ose that can be operated from out
side of camenl. preferred. Also, will someone 

WORK. 

explain the principles of shutters that open and 
close from ccnt1·c of lens, and wade of tl:un leaves 
of ,·ulcanite or metal1" 
Engra.v~r's Tools.-E~GRAVF:R W ALES writes: 

"I should hke to know where I could obtain tools for 
engraving names, etc., on brass and metal coffin 
plates, and where I could get tuition 1 I am a good 
writer on coffin plates, but am wiRhful to learn en
gra,·ing. 'Will any reader oblige with full informa
tion through this valuable paper1" 

Card boar~.-L .. G. (Dorkiny) writes:-" Will 
any reader kmdly mform me where I can obtain 
cardboard suitable for ticket writing 'I" 

IV.-QUESTIONS ANSWERED BY CORRESPONDENTS. 
Monogram.-J. B . (New Cros.~) writes to T. W. T. 

(Lonclon, N.) (seeN o. 156. page 830) :-"It your bag 
is polished leather, any oil colours will do ; it it is 

--

T. V7.T. n[onogranL 

not, you had better use artists' colours, and no 
oil, only turpentine, as a medium, to prevent a 
greasy edge appearing. Then varnish with good 
spirit varnish neatly up to the line. A very 
effective way to guard against the chance of 
an unpleasant edge is to put the design in with 
Brunswick black, then do the letters in w ith any 
oil colours, leaving a thin, bright, black edge all 
round the whole design; this tlirows the work up 
wonderfully." 

Electric Locomotive Engine.-M. (Bishop 
A1tekland) writ-es to J. J. (Blackpool) (see No. 159, 
page 46):-" You cannot use the engine in its present 
form, but you could connect the wlieels to an electric 
motor fixed on the tender. You can obtain a 
motor, or materials for one, from Mr. G. Bow.ron, 
electricia-n, of Praed Street, London, W." 

La.the.-M. (Bishop Auckland) writes to RICH
MONI> V A (see No. 159, page 46) :- "Get the book, 
• Metal Turning,' advertised on p. 40 of WoRK, 
which will give you directions." 
Polishin~ Paste. - A. A. P . (South Shields) 

writes:-" QUILLDRIVER (see No. 157, page 14) can 
get a splendid polishing paste for brasses from 
G. Pemberton, Salisbury Street, South Shields;" 

H. E . B. Monogram for Metal Working.- F . 
J. K. (Tufnel~ Parlc, N.) writes to WIN (see 

B. E. B. Monogram. 

No. 155, pa~e 814) :-" It you are not already sui ted, 
perhaps th1s monogram will answer your purpose; 
but I must say it is not my business: it's a pleasure." 

Lantern.-C. A. P. writes, in .reply_ to E. H. L. 
(Leiccsterl (see No. 157, page 14) :-·• You will find 
full description and illustrations of the apparatus 
you re9,uire by reference to page U!l, Vol. II. of 
worm:. 

Maguay La.mp.-M . (Bishop Auckland) writes 
to ELECTHlC LIGHT (see No. 150, page733J :-"You 
can procure this from tbe Secretary, Sherborne 
Electrical Installation Company, Dorset." 

[No. 165-l\Iay 14, 1892. 

Blowing Fa.n. -M. (Bi.9hop A1tclclancl) writes to 
\VAREHOUSF.)tA;>; (see r\o. 151, page 750) :-"You 
can procure these from E1·ru~st Scot.t &. Mo_vn
tain, engineers, Newca.stle-on-'J'rne; the Umon 
Engineering Co., Pollard Stre<:t East, Mallchester; 
or Aland &. Co., Uommercial Hoad, Lambeth, I.on
don." 

Coa.l•dust.-M. (Bishop Auckland) writes to 
HOVSEHOLDeR (see No. 151, page 750) :~" '!'his is 
sometime!! mixed with clay into balls and burnt. 
l'bere is also a process of mixing it with coal-tar 
and subjecting it to pressure, forming it into 
briquettes, but I believe it is a patent." 

J . E. T . Monogram.-E. E. Gmns (Portsmouth) 
writ-es, in reply to YOUTHFUL READER:-" I enclose 
two designs for fretwork monogram." 

J. E. T. Monogram. 

Frame-maklng Trade.-J. A. (Smallheath) 
writes :-" If SEN'l'I:"EL (see No. 159, page 46) is a 
tradesman, I should strongly recommend him to 
get a good strong mit re-block, ~hooting-board, and 
shooting-plane, a.t a cost from 17s. 6d. to 20s. ; or if 
he would like to make them himself, I will send 
sketch and full particulars. The mitre-cutters are 
all very well in their way, but such accurate work 
cannot be done with them as with tools named. 
above. The main thing with either is practice, and 
plenty of it." 

V.- LETTERS RECEIVED. 
Questions h~<ve been received from the tollow1ng eorres

roudente, a.nd answers only aw~<it Bll!ICe in SHor, upon wbich 
th<>re le grent ])reBsnre :-CAWD Rgv; J . B. (.rl.81lt<m•utlder· 
L.vnet; 0XY; ANXIOUS; S. B. (ATd1c1ckJ ; J. 0. (Leed$); T. 0. J. 
( Wel!inpton); S. lll. H. (Bootle); HEN YRI:<D (Ludwig); AB 
u:so DISC& Oli:Sl(R; W. M. (Fi1l$lmr)l Park, N.); G. B. B. 
(l,eeds) ; J. M cC. <North Brizt<ml; BAN SOT; A. B. C. (Alnwick) ; 
W. M . (Nortllaw); MOTOR; ELDBID ; B. B. P. (Southptlrti; 
.1. K. (Bolton.)·; E . A. M. IDi.rm.inghamJ; J. J. iNewautleEmlpn); 
F. W . (LiphoOkl: H. R- (Collie); A. E. S. (.Maidstllne); B. W. 
1Smetllwickl: W. E. cltattc·rsel• Park Road) ; W. B. (Jtanche.<ter); 
A. P. <Manc/w$tCT); U. H. <J!o'o Add>·css) : BELL; J . W. CBon-
ln'idpe); A NOVICE; F'. K. !Staveleyl; A l•ABOUR RR ; T. G. ~· 
<Dulllin); w. H. E. (West JJartlepooiJ; W. W . (London, 11.); 
CONSTANT ltEADRR: J , W. G. (Keigh/ey); OLD HA:SD : J. L. 
(Dezhilll; IJ. E. T. (J/aiTOIO lreald) ; A.:SXIOUS: T. P. <Cii/tml ; 
H H <Staines): J. H.$. CLondonl; W. H.(Fa il."'oort/1.): COAOit 
PAtS.TRR' You:so ltf'Al>RJt: D. 1\tcD. (Rri3tol); H. G. 8. 
•Bislle>p Siortforct) ; G. B. tRltSt D·uhciclt) ; IJowv.t.r,: Tnnouoa_; 
T D 1.Liverpooll; MAIIKWRI.L; E. A. (.8rth1ln.t Grcm•> : J. K. 
(GI~umol: J. J. C. CGl<T>Iarvon): P. R. B. tlUtc/l'inl ; H. A. T. 
\DTiitonl ;' EDDIFRA; ~'. B- (Londtm, E . C. l : Till A; J. J. (Sicf!d,
u:cll); ../.EOLUII; B. R. P. (Battersea.); IGXORA:ST; A. T. C.(Fins
lmry Park) • A CCR INGTO:S; SUFFOJ.K LAD: DnOPRAID; .T. B. 
<Calderblmk); E. c. M. •l11Sioiclt); w . 1-'.tBirminpllaml : J. M. 
CLiverpool>; 0. ,l. (Hoole); T. M. ( ll'okejfeld): A. M. (GIM(!OI&); 
H. B. T. (Brixton) i.. E. E. cEa.•thottrneJ; E. E.l.d.berlottr-<m-SpeJI); 
J. H. S. (BipleyJ ; !!0. C. \Kingsbridgel ; A. S. CLa11don, IV.l. 

SALE AND EXCHANGE. 
Victor Cycle Co., Grimsby, sell Mail-cart Wheel$ and 

Parts. [4 a 
Caplatzl'a Matchless Technical Co~lectlon~ 

embrace most things electrical, optical, m~chamcal, chemi
cal, {lhotographic, models, materials. Catalogues, 2d.
Chemes Street, Bedford Square. [9 R 

The Model Typewriter. ss. 6d. Specimen of 
writing, one stamp.-\V At. TON, g, Queen Anne Street,, 
Stoke, Staffs. [x6 R 

Lettering- and Sign-Wri~ing made Ea.ay.
Also full-size diagrams for markmg out e1ght alphabets, 
only xs.-F. CouLTHARD1 Darlington Street, Bath. 100 
Decorators' Stencils (6o large sheets), 2s. 6d. 

100 Fretwork DeBigns (new), too Carvin~, xoo 
Repou5s~, 30 Fret Brackets, roo Sign Wyiter's Stencds (all 
full size), 300 Turning, 400 Sm;~ll Stencils .. Each packet, 
xs.; postage free.-F. CouLTHARD, Darhngton Street, 
Bath. [x s 

Waiter Nevili, 59,o, Branston Street, . Birmingham, 
for Cycle Stampings, I ubes and Accessones, rough or 
finished. [2 s 

Electric Ltmps.-Sma\1, with reflector. xs. :r~. 
post free. P. RowsBt.L, x, Walcot Square, London, S[.E. 

3 s 
Bench Forge.-New Design, 20 by xs, with powe~

ful bellows; complete 28s. Photo, 6<1. SMITH, 72, Halh
we\1 Road, ·Bolton. l4 s 

To Woodworkers.-Stanley's Best lr<;m Planes. 
Cost prices. Smoothing, xos. ; Jack, x8s. ; J OI!Jter, 26s. ; 
Circular concave Flat Convex, t3s.; Chamfer w1th Beader, 
12s. 6d. ; Compo'und Plane, Rebate Filletster, Dado, etc. • 
35s. Two Match Planes, f to t~, 6s.; Hand , Beader, 
¥.· 6d. Best offe.rs accepted. S. D. N., 3, Sewell s W(salk~ 
Lincoln. 
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